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Assembly cuts
dorm, seating
from budget

The General Assembly
stripped nearly <3 million
intended for eonstruction
projects at James Madison
University in the state budget
it approved Saturday
The legislature turned
down JMU's request to issue
$1 6 million in revenue bonds
for n 136-hed dorm and$l for
additional seating at Madison
Stadium
H
also
cut
the
appropriation for the library
addition from $771.ono to
itWIJW)
JMU had originally sought
$5 million from this session of
the General Assembly -revenue bonds for the dorm
.ind stadium seating and the

$_' l million needed to
complete the library addition.
The library money the
legislature approved goes
toward the initial phases of
construction .
_ The money the General
Assembly refused to grant
would have gone toward later
stages For example. JMU's
request had included $1Rn,n0fl
for furniture to be used in the
addition, according to Dr Ray
Sonner. vice president for
university relations
They
had
originally
approved only the Mon.nnn for
the library addition.
The
Senate increased the library
appropriation to $771 .Win and
added$31 7 in revenue bonds
for construction college
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construction projects,
including a dorm and stadium
seats at JMU.
The House rejected the
Senate amendments and the
budget was referred to a
conference committee, which
largely accepted the House
version
The only revenue bonds
approved were $1 million for
renovation at the College of
William and Mary's football
stadium It was reportedly
accepted because it involved
repairs.
and
not
new
construction.
The General Assembly
agreed to the conference
committee report Saturday
night

This is the List issue of The
Rreeze until after spring
break
The Breeze will
resume publication Fridav.
March If,

James Madison University, llarrisonburg. Virginia
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Cheating declining, survey shows
One-third have been dishonest
By KRIS ( WILSON
The student who commented:
"Why would I go to college to see
how much someone else can learn?"
spoke for the majority responding to
n recent survey by The Breeze to see
how many students cheat
Rv an almost two-to-one ratio,
students surveyed said they do not
cheat Of 346 students responding to
the survev. 64 percent said they had
never cheated at JMU. while 33
percent had cheated once or twice,
and only 3 percent cheated
regularly
However, even though the
majority of students said they
observe the honor code individually
by not cheating, they would not
actively uphold the| honor code by
turning in a cheater! as required by
the honor system
Eighty-two percent of the 346
students said they would not turn in
anv student they saw cheating The
students, however, were more
willing to turn in strangers they saw
cheating than friends, with 21
percent willing to report a stranger,
hut onlv 7 percent willing to turn in a

friend
Although students don't want to
turn in other students. 82 percent
believed that professors should turn
in students they see cheating.
Although the survey indicated
most students at JMU do not cheat,
most also think the university honor
system is ineffective, and do not
know how the system works
One student said he knew the code
is ineffective because: "I have
.-cheated and haven't gotten caught."
Of the 346 respondents. 59 percent
did not know how the JMU honor
svstem works, and 52 percent
thought it is ineffective Only 36
percent said they knew how the
system operates, and 27 percent
thought it effective.
with the
remaining students having no
opinion 95 percent of the JMU
students surveyed had never turned
in another student for cheating.
Of the eight cases where a student
said he had turned in another
student for cheating, six would do it
again Only two of the cases led to
honor council convictions.
Continued on Page 3
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In 1977, 76 percent cheated
lly KRIS CARLSON
The incidence of cheating has
been cut almost in half over the past
two years, if a survey by The Breeze
is correct
In a 1977 survey of 371 students. 24
percent said they had never
cheated Sixty four percent say they
have never cheated according to the
most recent survey.
Two years ago. 56 percent of the
students surveyed said they had
cheated once or twice. In the most
recent poll, that figure had fallen to
33 pen-en t
In 1977. 76 percent of those
surveyed said they had cheated at
least once in their college career
The 1979 survey shows only 36
percent who said they have ever
cheated, practically the same as in
M7 L In a l<»74 survey by The Breeze
33 percent of said they had cheated
;it least once.
However, the 1974 survey was not
as detailed and did not list the
frequency of cheating
Although the surveys show that
cheating has apparently decreased
at JMU since 1977. other factors
related to cheating have basically
remained the same JMU students
.still will not turn in fellow students
for cheating most still don't know
the details of how the JMU honor
svstem operates: most still think
cheating is more prevalent that it
actually is: and, most still consider
the same things as cheating
However, even though less JMU
students are cheating now. they still
will not report other students that

fhey see cheating, as required by the
honor code that is outlined in the
Student handbook here. This trend
extends back even to the 1974
survey, and has remained fairly
constant over the years.
The 1974 survey established the
fact that 70 percent of the men on
campus, as well as 7n percent of the
women, would not report any
student they saw cheating. The
percentage rose to 7R percent in
1977. and most recently. 81 percent
of the students surveyed .said they
would not report .a-fellow student
that was cheating.
Only seven students out of 371 had
turned' in a student they saw
cheating in the 1977 survey, and only
eight out of the 346 in this year's
survey had previously turned in a
student cheater.
Another trend thai
has
remained constant over the years is
a lack of knowledge of how the honor
svstem operates here About half
the student population in 1974 knew
the details of how the system works,
with that figure declining to 36
percent in 1979 This question was
not asked of the students in the 1977
survey
In addition to being naive about
the honor system's operation here,
students are also unaware about
how manvstudentsJactually cheat at
JMU In both of the latest surveys,
those potted perceived cheating to
he more prevalent than it actually
is
(Continued on Page 2)
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Bill opening college boards passes
BY IWVAYXK YA\< FY
The Virginia Senate Friday
unanimously passed a bill
opening meetings of state
college boards of visitors to
the public
The bill now goes to
Governor John Da I ton. who
has until Friday to veto it
Otherwise, it becomes law.
whether he sjgns it or not.
Dalton supported moves to
open boards of visitors
meetings during his campaign
but has thus far refused to
indicate whether he would
sign the bill.
"We don't know whether
the Governor will veto it or not
until it's on his desk." a
Dalton spokesman told The
Breeze last week.

The hill would make the
Freedom of Information Act
applicable to state college
boards of visitors The FOIA
requires public meetings
except when discussing
certain legal and personnel
matters
An additional provision
would allow boards of visitors

who said open meetings would
prevent free and open
discussion of many sensitive
topics that come before, the
hoard
They also said persons
would he reluctant to serve on
hoards of visitors if the.
meetings were public
However, James Madison
University's vice president for
university relations said last
week that while boards of
visitors would still prefer to
meet
in
private.
the.
amendment relating to
discussion of disciplinary
cases and contributions made
the hill more tolerable
That amendment
"removes the major concerns
that most of the universities
had." according to Dr Rav

to meet behind closed doors
when discussing disciplinary
action against students or
when considering donations
from private individuals who
wish to remain anonvmous.
The bill, sponsored bv Del.
A R "Pete" Giesen (RStauntoni, was opposed
chiefly by college officials
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The vote Friday was the
.second time this session the
Senate had voted on the bill
It had earlier amended 20l'i the House of Delegate's
version of the bill A House^
Senate-conference committee
accepted the Senate version
and the House went along last
wee%
Senator Nathan Miller (RRockingham> was at a loss to
explain why the vote, which
had been so close last month,
was unanimous Fridav
'1 really don't know why."
he said. "Except that a lot of
times the people that vote
against a hill, when they know
it's going to pass, are willing
to accept the minor changes."

Honor officials cite visibility, 'better students'
By mVAYNF YANCFY
Honor Council officials
attribute the apparent
decline in cheating here to a
more visible honor system
and greater selectivity in
admissions
Sixty four percent say they
have
never
cheated,
according to a recent survey
by The Breeze. In a similar
1977 survey, only 24 percent
said they had never cheated.
In the most recent poll, 33
percent said they have
cheated once or twice. Two
years ago. that figure stood at

56 percent.
Since the 1977 survey, the
Honor Council has become
more visible., officials said.
"I remember when I was a
freshman vou never even
heard about the Honor
Council." said Honor Council
President Pete Nedry. "But
now that has changed "
Vice President Tracy
Lasfor agreed
"A couple of years ago. the
Honor Council was a farce."
she said This year visibility
has been "one of the major

priorities "
Efforts
to
increase
visibility have included
presentations on the honor
system during each freshman
orientation session and
recently the University
Council required professors to
include the honor pledge on all
tests
Cheating has declined ..not
because students have aeen
"frightened into honesty but
hecause they are now more
aware of the honor system,
according to Dr William
Nelson.
Honor
Council

* Comparison
(Continued from Page 1)
Students in 1977 were fairly
close to the mark in
estimating that about 76
percent of the student body
had cheated at least once, but
they were very wrong in their
thinking that 18 percent of
these were made up of
students who "cheated
regularly to get by." since less
than one percent of the
student bodv said thev did
this
Similarly.
this
year
students incorrectly
estimated the frequency with
which students cheat .here by
estimating that in to 30
percent of the student body
was made up of regular
cheaters, while actually only
three percent said they cheat
regularly
The definition of cheating
has also basically remained
the same since 1977 Then,
copying an answer during a
test
turning
in
a
commercially prepared term
paper- and telling someone an
answer during a test were all
considered hy two-thirds or
more of the student body to be
cheating Signing the roll for
someone was considered by
one-third of the students to be
cheating
These same acts were
among those considered as
cheating hy students in the
current survey, with 76
percent or more thinking the
following were "cheating:
copying or buying a term
paper telling an answer to
■ someone during a test
stealing a test from a
professor and looking off
another student's
paper
during a test Signing the roll

1

for someone was considered
bv 23 percent to be cheating
One other comparison can
he drawn between the current
survev and a former survey
one half of the students in 1979
said that they had cheated
while in high school, and one
half of the students in 1974 said
the same The question was

not asked in 1977
No correlation between
grade point average and
cheating could he discerned
from the Current survey,
although the 1977 survey
determined that > as a
•Indents GPA declined the
incidence
of
cheating
increased
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Coordinator
Nelson also believes
inclusion of faculty members
on Honor Council juries has
helped by making professors
more aware of the Honor
Council and how it operates.
Mandatory suspension and
publication of hearing results.
Nit not names, has also helped
make the system more
visible, he said.
"It used to be that not many
people got suspended,"
Nelson said "That changed
two to three years ago. That
made people realize the Honor
Code was enforced and this
was not a place where people
iust paid it lip service"
He noted that out of 12
hearings last year, seven of
the accused students were
convicted and suspended
Increasedawareness of the
Honor system has caused the
number of cases to decrease
this year. Nelson said
In 1977-7K there were 22
reported violations.Five were
dropped for lack of evidence,

five students pled guilty and
the remaining 12 cases went to
trial..
Thus far this academic
vear there have been only 8
reported violations One was
dropped for lack of evidence,
two students pled guilty
Ironicallv though, of the five
students brought 10 trial, all
were found not guilty
Nedry and Honor Council
prosecutor Kevin Rack also
attribute the drop in reported
violations to "better quality
students "
With more applicants to
choose from, admissions
officers can he more selective,
thev said
"There was a time when
thev'd
take
anybody.
especially males." Nedry
said "Now they probably
won't look at vou if you have
less than a.30 M
•Thev're getting better
quality students The number
of judicial cases is down this
vear and the Honor Council is
following this trend "

VALLEY SPORTS
ANNEX
Winter Clearance

40% OFF
All Ski Wear, Jackets, Boots,

NEW YORK STYLE

PIZZA

50 c Off ANY PIZZA
w/ coupon
Beer Now on Tap
Sun.-Thurs. 11AM-12 midnight
Fri.-Sat. 11AM-1AAA

434-5375
778 E. Market

Fast Carry Out

Sweaters, etc.

25% OFF
All Skis, Bindings, Boots,
Accessories

VALLEY SPORTS ANNEX
124 S. MAIN
DOWNTOWN HARRISONBURG
433-8185
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* Cheating
more often than they actually
do On a range of 10 to 10ft
percent of probable cheaters
at .JMl< 3ii to 50 percent of the
respondents thought regular
cheaters and students who
never cheated each made up
from Ifl to :«> percent of the
'•tudent population
Accordingly
the
respondents also incorrectly
thought that the number of
students who cheat once or
twice at JMl' probably ranges
from to to 70 percent of the
student hodv
To decide what the student
hodv considers cheating, six
choices were given on the
survey:
copying or
purchasing a term paper:
signing the roll for someone:
telling someone an answer
during a test stealing a test
from a professor: studying
from an old test, and looking

non cheaters thinkinc that it
"M'.n't needed in comparison
with the opinion of the total
'.iniple students wishing a
more active honor code
virtually equalled those
opposed to one
One other difference
.ippeared
between
the
cheaters and non cheaters:
cheaters who had also cheated
;it hieh school equalled «>
percent, while only 45 percent
of the non-cheaters said they
cheated in high school.
No correlation between
cheating and grade point
average or academic level
could he discerned from the
survev
Many
survey
responses did not equal 1«<>
percent
hecause
some
students did not answer all
questions
Most students thought that
their fellow students cheated

(Continued from Page 1)
In 'onv survey • answers
tht-rhivitiru' students" and
the
"non
chonting
students'/had slightly
different opinions
Non chentinu
students
were mttm inclined to report
honor violations than cheating
-Indents 'Jfl percent to 6
percent Also 7 percent of
non -cheaters thought a
professor shouldn't report a
violation while 20 percent of
ihe cheaters thought the
professor didn't have to report
the student cheater
Retrardinu differences of
opinion over the honor system:
K) percent of the cheaters
thoiu'ht it ineffective while 4fi
percent of the non-cheaters
thoupht it ineffective and 52
pe-reent of the cheaters felt a
"more active code" was not
needed with %\ percent of the

off another student's paper
during a test
The responses showed that
most students (76 percent or
morei considered the first,
third, fourth, and sixth
choices as cheating, while
only 23 percent considered
sighing the roll as cheating,
and fi percent considered
studying from an old test
•■heating
Why don't JMU students
cheat? Students responded:
"Cheaters build their own
coffin, sink their own ship,
salt their own wounds. Why
should T help or hinder
them*'"
"1 feel that cheating is like
stealing
It is taking or
claiming something that
doesn't belong to you."
"Corrupt societies produce
immoral progeny."
"Because I'm paying for
my education."
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Faculty has 'fair idea of student cheating
llV KRIS V Ml I.SON
Some James Madison
University faculty members
have a fair idea of how many
students
cheat
here,
according to a recent Breeze
survey
Following a survey of 346
students to see how many
actually cheat. The Breeze
then.surveyed no faculty
members 4o_sce bow many
Mudcnts they thought cheat
In estimating how many
'•Indents never cheat. 30
percent of the faculty
viirvtnod said that 70 to 90
percent of the student body
never cheat
This estimate came very
close to the fi4 percent of
'•Indents surveyed who said
thev had never cheated
Faculty memhers were
also lairlv close in their

estimations of how many
students cheat regularly, and
how many cheat once or
twice
Almost half thought
that lo percent of the student
hodv cheated regularly, and
•tr> percent thought that in to 20
percent only cheated once or
twice The students surveyed
indicated that three percent
are regular cheaters, and 33
percent have cheated once or
Twice
Mthnugh most facultv
- ur\ eved, (V4 percent, said that
thev would report a student
thev saw cheating, as
mandated by the honor
svstem here. 29 percent had
some reservations
Eight
percent said they simply
would not report a student
••heater' four percent said not
on the first offense 13 percent
said it depended on the

situation ann tour percent
said thev didn't know what
thev would do
Only 22 percent of the
faculty surveyed reported a
student for cheating, with 15 of
those 24 persons saying they
would do it again The rest did
not answer the question, or
else it was not applicable.
One professor did note that
he had caught three students
cheating, but that he had
preferred *to give them F's.
rather than reporting them.
Even
though
most
professors surveyed would
turn in student cheaters, only
17 percent of the faculty
respondents thought the
university honor system is
effective' Of ■ the others. 19
percent thought it partially
effective, and 40 percent
thought it ineffective
The

most common reason given
for the system's alleged
inefficiency was that students
failed to enforce it.
This faculty theory follows
student response with 82
.percent of students surveyed
saying that they would not
turn in a fellow student they
saw cheating More than half
of the students also thought
that the honor system here is
ineffective
Most of the faculty
surveyed - 64 percent - said
they did know how the honor
svstem operates
In the
student survey. 37 percent
said they knew
In
comparing
the
university honor system to
other schools' on a scale of one
■very lenient> to five (very
strict". 34 percent of faculty
sun-eyed thought the system

is "three'' Twelve percent
thought it very lenient. 16
percent a "two" and, 14
percent a "four".
In defining cheating, most
of the faculty and student
opinions were in agreement.
More than 90 percent of the
faculty thought that cheating
included:
copying or
purchasing a term paper:
telling someone an answer
during a test: stealing a test
from a professor: and looking
off another student's paper
during a test, no teachers
thought studying from an old
test is cheating, and 59
percent thought signing the
roll for someone is cheating
More than three-fourths of
the students surveyed agreed
with the faculty on the first
four choices However, only
(Continued on Page 13)
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Executive council 'stifles opposing viewpoints
'An individual senator really doesn't have much power'
Bv WUTK OSBOHXF
, "1 move we resign."
Student Government
Association President Darrell
Pile said at the end of a recent
SGA meeting
Pile had intended to say. "I
move we adjourn." so he and
the senators had a good laugh
The slip was ironic, though,
because resigning from the
SGA seems to be in vogue
these days. At least 13 of the
•14 senators who were elected
at the beginning of this
academic year have left the
SGA for various reasons
Pile refused to. release
names of the senators who
have quit, but The Breeze was
able to compile the list of 13 by
consulting various sources
The former senators are Alvin
Walker. Wayne Weeks. Lynn
Wessen. Larry Heath. Leo
Cook. Laura Reasonover.
Dennis Lundblad. Thayer
Phillips. Andrew Roberts.
Rick Wilkinson. Tim Averill,
Kenneth Martin, and Andrew
Roberts
The first six
senators listed were contacted
before press time.
These six gave different
reasons for terminating their
work with the SGA. Two left
because they got jobs, two had
to quit because they changed
their residences, and the other
two were dissatisfied with the
SGA
"1 really wasn't getting
anything done.'' said Cook,
the former Ashby senator. "I
figured the time I spent wasn't
worth it...The executive
council gets everything done it
wants to get done... An
individual senator really
doesn't have much power."
Wessen.
who
quit
because she didn't have
enough time after getting
another job. agreed with Cook
that the executive council has
the final word in the SGA
The executive council
(which
includes
Pile,
Administrative Vice
President Dave Martin.
Legislative Vice President
Charlie Harris. Treasurer
Don Haag and Secretary
LesleeLedden* is too much of
an "authoritative figure '
which
stifles
opposing
viewpoints at the meetings.
Wessen said.
"I just think they have too
much influence over the
senators." she said. "A lot of
things come up before it (the
senate) that the senators don't
know about, so opposing views
aren't expressed "
Walker discontinued his
service with the SGA because

Mike Douglas
says:"Ifyou
knowCPR'you
never know when
you'll save a lifer

of a "clash of personalities,"
he said
. "1 really haven't quit the
SGA T just quit the leadership
of Pile I iust didn't lik? hie
stvle." Walker said "Its all

resented his lack of power,
thinks the executive council
members "really work hard
They're really interested in
what goes on around here
They put in a lot of time "

right to be diplomatic and
authoritarian, but Pile is just
authoritarian
"It's not just Pile." Walker
continued. "Harris loses his
temper, lashes out. and cusses
the senators out sometimes
because there are so many
proposals on the floor...It's
something we had to put up
with"
Three of the retired
senators praised the executive
council members.
Cook, even though he

Heath, who stopped his
SGA work because he changed
dorms, said "they all do a
pretty good job Darrell does
a very good job. The Breeze
gives him some bad press, but
I guess he's got to expect
that"
The executive council has
been "catching a lot of grief,
because of a few people
throwing a lot of s— on them,
but they're doing a good job."
said Weeks, who resigned
beacause he got a resident

advisor position
"Some
people
claim
they're
out
to
shaft
everybody, but they're not
Pile and Martin bust their
asses off." Weeks added
Reasonover. who quit
because she was a commuter
senator and decided to move
on-campus, declined to
comment about the senate as
a whole or about the executive
council
"That's one reason I didn't
get along too well in the
senate, because I didn't like
voicing my opinion."she said
Three of the former
senators saw problems with
the SGA. two saw no
problems, and one had no
comment
Cook said .the SGA's
committees are able to
accomplish only some "really
small things." such as getting
steps repaired
"It
may
be
the
administration's fault in that
case." he said "Dr William
Hall (Vice President of
Student Affairs) will do what
he wants to do no matter what
the students say "
Walker complained about
"where they put their time on
certain things.
"They spent three years
beating their heads on those
teacher evaluations, and now
we're not going any further."
he said
Walker
listed
other
problems with the SGA.
including : not having enough
power, being too large,
sticking too closely to
parliamentary procedure that
members don't understand,
and senators losing interest at
the end of the school year.
"A lot of people really
wonder how much power the
SGA has." Weeks said Every
action the SGA takes can be
overriden
by
the
administration, he said
Following parliamentary
procedure is also a problem,
he said
On the other hand. Heath
talks in a more positive

manner about the SGA: "It's
r» good organization and it
does a lot of good for the
school "
Wessen also saw no
prohlems with the SGA as a
whole, except for the
presentation of only one side
of many issues
Walker and Weeks had
suggestions about how the
SGA could be improved
First, the SGA should be
"autonomous," Walker said
Membership should
be
reduced to 20-23. not counting
the executive council, which
would be cut to four members
by dropping a vice president •
The senate would then
"redefine itself and focus" on
communicating with the
administration
A house should be formed
to complement the senate,
consisting of Hall Council
presidents The house would
be more in touch with the
students, he said
Parliamentary procedure
should not be followed so
closely, according to Walker
Finally, in an attempt to
prevent end-of-the-yearnpathy. senators should be
elected in April along with the
executive council members
The
senate doesn't do
anything during the fourth
eight week period of school
anyway, he said, so this time
could be used as an
orientation period, and the
senators would be ready to
work when school begins in
the fall.
More incentive should be
provided for a senator to want
to keep his job. Weeks said.
Also, more instruction should
he given in parliamentary
procedure
Cook, who quit because of
his lack of power, doesn't
want the present system to
change
"Having the executive
cnuneil more powerful than
the individual senators is
more productive." hesaid. To
"spread the power out too
much might cause confusion "

'BUYSNORKEL GLASSES
NOW !

Before Price Increases due to
uncontrollable cicumstances.
SHADETREE GLASS SHOP
Downtown Harrisonburg
Have a Nice Spring Break

Colonial House of
Hair Styling
Come by and See Us . . .

NAVY OFFICER.
YOU GET RESPONSIBILITY
THE MOMENT YOU
GET THE STRIPES.
A lot of companies will offer you an important sounding title.
But how many offer you a really important
job?
In the Navy, you get one as soon as you earn
your commission. A job with responsibility.
A job that requires skill and leadership. A
job that's more titan just a job, because it'^
also an adventure.

Super Cuts for Guys & Gals
1433 S. Main St.
REDKEN available here!
"Cardk»pulmonary
resuscitation training
is available through
your local Red Gross
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(
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Navy Representatives will be on
hand 3-5 April 1979.
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Basketball games:

Advanced tickets to be available to students
Itv KFVlN KFFCW
Advance student ticket
distribution for large-draw
basketball games will begin
here next season, according to
the director of intercollegiate
athletics
However, there will be no
increase in the number of
seats available for students,
Dean Ehlers said.
"Now we have to work out
the logistics of distribution so
that all students will have a
fair chance to pick up
tickets." Ehlers said.
Prompting this action was
the Feb. 3 men's basketball
came against
Virginia
Commonwealth University, at
which many students arriving
as early as 7:15 p.m. were
turned away at the door.
"It's a good problem to
have a sell-out." Ehlers said,
"but it's not good to face
students who normally get
into games and who arrive 45
minutes early and have to
turn them away."
The
secretary of the
Student
Government
Association was one of the
students turned awav on Feb.
:\

"There were a lot of upset
students." Leslee Ledden
said
Since the game. Ledden
has been working on a method
J L

of ticket distribution and the
possibility of increasing the
number of student seats
available
in
Sinclair
Gymnasium

Currently 2.288 seats, one
half of the total seats
available, are reserved for
students.
Since
this
seating

L

<**

d3%^

distribution was determined
by the Athletic Committee,
the university population has
increased by 22 per cent.
Ledden said.
Ledden's proposal would
increase the number of seats
available to students "up to
2.55ft." proportional to the
increase of students attending
the university.
Ledden will submit her
proposal to the Athletic.
Committee which meets
March 13.
Such an increase in reserve
student seating would not be
feasible. Ehlers said.
Ehlers noted that in only
two games in the past have
students been turned away:
the Old Dominion University
game, and the VCU game.
Since the decision on
student seating was made,
more athletic programs have
been added.
These new
programs are funded, in part,
by the money received from
public sales. Ehlers said.
"Fifty percent of total
seating for students is a very
liberal application" when
compared
with
other
universities. Ehlers added.
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Presents:
* * * • Chicago Sttfftr Mint* * * *
-unexcelled SubsltDeli Sandwich:*.
ABC en Premise
Budwelier It Michel** tn tap
-pins uour favorite Import beers
-dally linen specials from 11-2:00
AT TWO LOCATIONS:
No.l
1010 S. Main (In front of Campus)
433-1101 Delivery: (on Campus)
Mon-Thurs 6-11
No.2

1059 S. High
^.Delivery: Shank, Showalter,
'
Park & Squire Hill Apts.

•

it start at 6:00 pm Call 433-0077*
Pizza & Subs
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City-university relations
complaint box empty
Hv MAIRFFN RII.FY
Onlv one complaint has
been received through the
local post office box the cityuniversitv
relations
committee established to
receive complaints about
zoning violations, parking and
noise problems in the
Harrisonburg neighborhood
The post office box. 1031.
wa set up three to four weeks
ago so that city and university
representatives could help
resolve problems between city
residents and James Madison
University off-campus
students
The complaint received
concerned noise, parking and
tresspassing problems with
two student-rented houses and
a city resident

University representatives
have talked to the three
parties and "the problem is all
hut resolved." said Leslie
Ledden.
student
representative and secretary
for
the
city-university
relations committee
The.
committee
"has had no reason to meet"
since their last meeting in
December when they set up
the post-office-box-complaint
procedure, according to John
Byrd. committee chairman
However. Byrd will call a
meeting "before spring" to
address certain questions
that will arise in the spring
when
leases _ and
committments are made by
students for the 19R0 Fall
semester, he said

Wayne's
Unisex Salon

Our haircuts
and Body Waves
are designed for
Men and Women
with a style
of their own.

Bobby

Kathy

Wayne

(Wayne's Master hair cutters for Men & Women
57 West Market Harrisonburg, Va. 434-1617

Gripes, suggestions;
HELP line available
llv ( IM>Y FIAIORF

Tf your dorm room is cold,
or vour car tires are being
torn up by a decrepit parking
space, perhaps it is because
vou haven't told anyone. Or
mavbe you haven't told the
right people
To help the particularly
reluctant student who would
rather not complain directly is
the HELP line
The HELP line is a
telephone recording device for
students to air gripes and
recommendations by dialing
HELP
The line is operated by the
Physical Plant Office which
passes on the suggestions to
the appropriate department,
division or possibly to
University president Ronald
Carrier
In fact. Carrier initiated
the HELP line about a year
ago. said Gene Wagner.
Physical Plant director.
Dr Carrier also informed
alumni groups that the line
was available and encouraged
them to call in." he said
Parents and faculty members
also have taken advantage of
. the line
Theoretically, the HELP
line was a good idea. Wagner
said
However, since its
inception almost a year ago.
very few calls have been
made
"I felt that we would have
been deluged with obscene
calls." he said But so far.
most of the suggestions have
been fairly practical.
Most of the calls have
pertained to dorm heating,
sidewalks and other physical
facility conditions but.
according to Wagner, the line
is also open to other
proposals.
"We would like to think that

students are relatively happy
if we don't get any calls," he
said "But the HELP line is
there, and it is available We
can assure you that every
suggestion is looked into, even
though we can't say every one
is implemented "
Not all calls are practical,
he
said.
adding
that
judgments have to he made
about their necessity and
feasibility
Callers are not required to
give their names, although
about half of them do. Wagner
said "Sometimes we would
like to call them back to get
insight into the problem." he
said
The HELP line is a utility
operated on other campuses,
although JMU's line may
suffer from a lack of publicity.
Wagner siad
Wagner said he believes
that
the
departments
concerned have taken the
HELP line complaints fairly
seriously, even though gripes
range from very minor to
more drastic
"Sometimes there is
something we can do or
straighten out." he said

JMU student
art exhibition
at Silvertree
James Madison University
student Cathy Flaherty has an
exhibition titled "Intimacy
One" at the Silvertree Gallery
in Harrisonburg through
March 3.
The exhibition features
paperworks, fiberworks and
photography
The Silvertree Gallery is
located at 93 North Main
Street in Harrisonburg.

All the pizza and salad you can eat
for only $2.89
Just make your selection from the constant flow of fresh and different
pizzas at the buffet. All you want. And, you can make as many trips
to the salad bar as you want. That's how it is at
the Pizza Inn Family Nite Buffet.
Adults $2.89. Kids 7-12 years old $1.24,6 and under Free.
Every Monday and Tuesday night from 5:00 to 8:30 p.m.

Pizza inn
travel counsellors, inc.
Call us for all your travel needs
345.S,MaiF*St.*4*buFg

434-1796

Wve got a feeling
you're gonna like us.

Open Sunday through Thursaay 11:00 a.m. til 11:00 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 11:00 a.m. til 1:00 a.m.
Coca-Cola' and : Coke a-e registered t,ader-,-ks wh.ch .dsVlify th. um» product 61 the Coca-Cola Company
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x^nnouncementst
Pre-Legal meeting

Mast
There will be an Ash
Wednesday Mass Feb. 28. 7
p m . in the WUU Ballroom to
start off the Lenten Season.

Davidson
C.
Miller,
lawyer, will speak on The
Legal Protection of Patents
and Inventions Feb. 27.7 p.m..
in WUU Conference Room D
at the Pre-Legal Society's
meeting

Bio. seminar
George Chamuris and Lisa
G Dabney will conduct a
Biology seminar Feb. 28. 4
pm .
Burruss
212.
Refreshments will be served.

Sociology majors
There will be a meeting to
discuss career opportunities
and other openings made
available through a major in
sociology on March I; 4 p.m..
in Room A of WUU.

UPB applications
Applications are now
available for the dance and
special events committee of
the University Program
Board in the UPB
office

Job hunting
There will be a job hunting
workshop Feb. 27. 10 a.m.. in
WUU Mezzanine Room A.

Mardi Gras

Give every
NEWBORN

There will be a Mardi Gras
Party. Feb. 27. 7 p.m.. in the
Frederickson Rec Room. All
are welcome

the
advantage

Workshop
There will be a workshop on
interviewing techniques
March 1. 2 p.m in WUU
Mezzanine Room A.

March of Dimes
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

Financial aid
SppK notv for financial aid
•nd campus employment-1«7«»
Summer Session ;inri 'W-'BO
■rnOPiflk1 tear Applications
i\m he picked up nt Varner
llou'-i- The deadline is Apr 1

Summer jobs
Sign-up sheets are posted
now in the Placement Office
for interviews with Kings
Dominion and Camp Airy and
Camp Louise The Placement
Office also has information on
many other summer job
opportunities. Located second
floor. Alumnae Hall.

Circle K
Curie K
n service
organisation offers you the
opportunity to participate in
community and campus
volunteer service Upcoming
projects include an organ
donor drive, a Mood pressure
clinic projects with the
clrierlv and fundraising
drive*
Tome to meetings
Mond.ivs at
5::J» on the
mezzanine

-r-

Pi Mu Epsilon
Any student feeling he or
she has sufficient academic
standing in Mathematics and
wishes to be considered for
membership in Pi Mu Epsilon
should notify Dr. Homer
Austin in the Dept. of
Mathematics and Computer
Sciences
for
more
information

Deadlines are 3 p.m. Tuesday
for the Friday paper and 3
p.m. Friday for the Tuesday
paper. All announcements
must be doublespaced typed,
signed by an officer of the
organization and
hand
delivered to The Breeze office.
All announcements are
subject to editing and are!
printed on a space-available
oasis.
;

Econ. speaker

Art show
An exhibition of paintings
by Judy Ash and ceramics by
Joanne Holmas will be shown
in the Art Works Gallery Feb.
18-March 1.

Dr. J. B.
Rosser will
speak on "An application of
catastrophe
theory
to
economics" Feb. 28. 4:30
p.m.. in Burruss ill.

Seminar

Interviews
Sign-up sheets are posted in
the Career Planning and
Placement Office. :>nd floor.
Alumnae Hall for interviews
"ith Biisch Gardens and
ramp Brethren Woods The
Placement Office also has
information on additional
summer employment
The following interviews
will be held:
Feb 27
United Virginia
Bankshares
Connecticut Mutual Life
Insurance Co.
Greene County Schools
Amherst County Schools
Feb 27-3-1 United States
Marines
Feb. 2
Baltimore County
Schools
Newport News City
.Schools

Mr. S. M. Dell will speak
on "The Energy Outlook -1979
through 1990" Feb. 28. 3:30, in
MI - 224. Sponsored by the
Departments of Chemistry.
Geology, and Physics. The
seminar will be followed by a
question and answer period..

Resume writing
There will be workshop on
resume writing Feb. 28. 1:30
p.m., in WUU Mezzanine
Room A.

Football manager
The JMU Football team is
looking for managers for the
spring of 1979 and fall of 1979
season. Please contact Coach
Wisler if you are interested in
an interview. (6517).
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Speech and hearing
program proposed
M.U'RFFN RII.FY
One will almost have to
have a Masters Degree to gain
full clinical certification in
speech and hearing disorders
here, according to a graduate
level program proposal
passed by the University
Council Thursday
The proposal revised the
Masters of Science Degree in
speech and hearing disorders
to include all speech and
hearing pathologys and
clinical practicums in the
same program
The
program will meet the
American
Speech
and
Hearing Association and
Virginia state requirements
for clinical competence in
speech and hearing disorders
The program also changed
student teaching from the
undergraduate
to
the
graduate level
Hearings will be held
sometime after Spring break
on the undergraduate general
studies program, said Dr.
Thomas
Stanton,
vice
president of academic affairs
here The hearings will be
held "to allow anyone who has
anything to say about the
general studies program to
come out and say it," Stanton
said The date of the hearings
hasn't been set yet. he said
BY

In other business the
University Council discussed
the Faculty Senate-Student
banquet planned for March 12
Two
steering
committees from ooth Senates
will fjecrde on four areas of
interest for discussion at the
banquet, said Darrel Pile.
Student
Government
Association president.
Pile also said the SGA will
he talking with students here
"en masse" to determine if
there is a need for a religious
center on campus

Dionne Warwick
says:"Getyour
Mood into
circulation."

"Sound"
Investments
at BEST
♦219"

(WPIONEER

(V) PIONEER'

tall Red Cross now
for a Mood donor
appointment.

GRAHAMS SHOE SERVICE
BOOTS

Pioneer FM/AM/FM Stereo Receiver
Model SX 680. Power output of 30 watts
per channel minimum RMS at 8 ohms, from
20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.1©
total harmonic distortion. Direct-readout
left/right channel power meters; tuning
meter; tape monitor; stereo headphone
jack. FM signal-to-noise ratio: 80dB (mono),
70dB (stereo).
»««-«,
959014EUX21944
$300.00

Pioneer Front Access Stereo Cassette
with Dolbyrw Model CTF6262.
Electronically-controlled DC motor. Wow/
flutter: 0.08% (WRMS). S/N ratio: 62dB
(Dolby™ on). Freq. resp. 30-16,000 Hz
(chrome).
942537EUX2r94Z 17893 . $300.00

0i> PIONEER

YOU WEAR
UffflEMIft
W N. LIBERTY ST

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
CAMP AIRY & CAMP LOUISE
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
THURSDAY, MARCH 22nd
CAREER & PLACEMENT OFFICE
OR
WRITE
5750 Park Heights Ave.
Baltimore, Maryland 21215

Ijair mates
mx make$ no different*

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

Sharp Computer Controlled Front-Load
Dolby TM Cassette Deck Model RT3388.
DC servo motor. Hard permalloy head.
Low wow and flutter. Auto Program. Locate
Device. Quartz digital clock and timer.
683825EEB29W2. 24783 ... $389.95

KLH Reasearch
Ton 2-Way Ported
System Model CB10.
Contains 10'Megaflux WooferTM and 2Va"
cone tweeter. Power
rating: 100 watts max.
RMS/channel. 40-18.000
Hz response. High frequency switch.
8 ohms. Hand-rubbed oak veneer cabinet
with vinyl baffle and back panel. 19V4" high.
705195EKH9994. 7493
$135.00

Pioneer Auto-Return Direct-Drive Turntable Model PL518. 2 speeds: 33-'/a
and 45 rpm. Accurate DC servo motor.
Wow and flutter: 0.03© (WRMS), signalto-noise ratio: 73 dB (DINB). S-shaped pipe
arm is statically balanced. Metal-like vinyl
cabinet.
949159EUXT4TJ4- 12974 . . . $199.00

Memorex 90 Minute Cassette Tape
Model C-90. MRXa feme oxide formulation with normal bias requirements. High
output tape for lifelike performance.
702080MMX32* 219
$3.99

BEST-Special Prices Expire March 10th
Albemarle Square
Charlottesville
Showroom hours:
Mon -Fri 10 -9
Sat 10-6
973-1311

HairCutt. Psrmsnents, Color

433-8458
381 N. Mason
Harrisonburg
Your Halr Can Make
"The DIFFERENCE"
DO IT at the HAIRMATESl

t
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KINGS DOMINION
WEEKEND AND SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
SPECIAL OPENINGS INCLUDE:
Food and Beverage Supervisors
Night Clean-Up (11p.m.- 8a.m.)
Switchboard/Communications
Cash Control Tellers

Security Officers
Office Clerks
Wardrobe Clerks

Other positions available running the rides, cashier in a gift shop, operating
a game, selling tickets at the main gate, keeping the park clean, directing
cars in the parking lot, PLUS MANY MORE!!!

AN INTERVIEWER WILL BE AT YOUR SCHOOL ON:
DATE:

March 15, 1979

____

f|/\^E:

9:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

PLACE:

Student Center- Mezzanine Room C

Sign Up Sheet Located in the Placement Office.
YOU CAN APPLY IN PERSON AT THE KINGS DOMINION PERSONNEL OFFICE.
INTERVIEWS ARE HELD MONDAY— FRIDAY, 2:00 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.
NO APPOINTMENT IS NECESSARY.

EXCELLENT BENEFIT PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Base Pay Rate : $2.90 per hour
Free Costume
Free Employee Passes
Parties
Athletic Activities

WORK WITH HUNDREDS OF OTHER COLLEGE
STUDENTS AT VIRGINIA'S LARGEST TOURIST
ATTRACTION.
APPLY WITH A FRIEND IMMEDIATELY!
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Jazz groups maintain high level of quality
'Every year I hear myself saying 'this is the best group yet"
By GARY Fl'NSTON
As a graduating senior. I
have had the opportunity to
observe step by step the
development of the JMU Jazz
Band and Jazz Ensemble into
the top-notch, professional
organizations they are today,
as demonstrated at Thursday
night's concert.
It can't be easy to maintain
such a high level of quality
and musicianship in a band
that is continually replacing
graduated, experienced
members with up and coming
underclassmen, yet George
West and John Cryder have
managed to do just that.
Thus, every year I hear
myself saying "this is the best
group yet," and this year was
no exception. Cryder's Band
and
West's
Ensemble
provided a well-planned and
rousingly successful evening
of big band jazz.
The Jazz Band opened the
concert with a skillfully
presented set of strong,
standard
big
band
arrangements.
Their opening number was
Don Menza's "Groove Blues."
which featured some rock
style eletric guitar from
' Dave Sebree. and a very
competent solo from Dave
Denton. a promising young
trombonist
Denton also
arranged Chick Corea's
delightful, but over-played
"La Fiesta." for the Jazz
Band
One of the most daring and
unusual pieces of the evening
turned out to be "Judy's
Waltz." an arrangement by

Rockv Reuter. whose version
of
Leon
Russel's
"Masquerade"
was
performed later in the evening
hv the Jazz Ensemble This
song contained a free
improvisation section and
some nicelv colored interplay
between trumpet, trombone
and saxaphone It would be
nice to see both groups do
more with this kind of
contemporary structuring in
the futuer.
Everv vear it gets more
and more difficult to define
the difference between the
performances of the Band and
the Ensemble I can only say
that with the Jazz Band I
found mvself jotting down
notes on all the high points of
the set \vhereas with the
Ensemble I had just to sit
back and enjoy the music as a
whole, forgetting altogether
about mv notes
The ' Jazz
Ensemble
program consisted of the
usual selection of straight
ahead, uptempo big band
numbers, a couple of jazzhossa-rock tunes, and one or
two slower, ballad-type songs,
all
performed
with
impeccable precision and
taste.
These qualities were
exemplified by the rhythm
section, whose members work
together as a solid unit.
Guitarist Andy York and
bassipt Tim Hayes are two
remarkable instrumentalists
who should have long careers
ahead of him. Dane Bryant
on piano and Steve Loecher in
drums are new members who

John Cryder leads the JMU Jazz Band.

fit. well into demanding
positions.
One of the few real
pleasures of my college
career hs been watching
certain players grow into
outstanding soloists over the
years, especially Andy York.
Howie Smith and Boyd
Robertson Also saxophonist
Smith shined on Mike
Crotty's "Sunflower." and

Robertson confidently
delivered a blindingly fast
trumphet solo on Tommy
Newsom's arrangement of
"Green Dolphin Street."
The Ensemble was further
augmented by two members
of the JMU music department
faculty. Kenneth Moulton and
Goerge Wolfe, both of whom
can be heard form time to
time in the faculty-student

KFN MO! I,TON. IMF faculty member, belts
mil a solo with the Jazz Ensemble last

Photo by Sandy Paptow

lazz ensemble
Moulton's
highly trained trumpet sound
was heard on a beautiful
version of "Here's that Rainy
Dav " and Wolfe wailed on
two Phil Woods compositions.
"Samba
Dubois" xand
"Randi "
The JMU Winter Jazz
Concert ended with Wolfe and
Moulton joining the band for
another uptempo Newsom
"Titter Pipes.'

Ttmrwav nigtii
Photo by Sandy Pactow
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Crown Heights Affair turns concert into party
nv'SriM VYM.SII

Crown Heights Affair
combined funky music, slick
choreography, and contagious
high spirits to turn a concert^
into ;i party at Wilson Hall
Friday night
The seasoned nine-member
disco bond had the small but
enthusiastic audience singing
and hoogeying by the fourth
song Only 171 attended the
University Program Board sponsored event, but most
were apparently
discomaniacs The floor in
front of the stage, a no man's
land at many shows, served as
a dancehall for audience and
performers alike
Dressed in Mack and pink
sequined jump suits, the
combo relied heavily on their
polished stage show to excite
the crowd, but it was not a
cover-up for weak material
The music, especially fastpaced songs like "Far Out"
and "The Rock is Hot", was
effective, too
A rousing brass section,
versatile vocals, and the solid

rhythm trio gave Crown
Heights Affair a full-bodied
disco sound Most of the tunes
featured rich harmonies.
I'sing few solos, their strength
was in complementing each
other well
Phil Thomas sang most of
the leads, giving the simple
lyrics feeling with his
personable voice His soulful
treatment of Billy Joel's
"Don't Go Changing-' was one
of the show's highlights Skip
Boardley also demonstrated
vocal flair, but Thomas' blend
of skill and charisma proved
more effective

keyboards and Raymond
Rock on drums relied on
consistent competence rather
than the erratic gaudiness
that plagues many disco
rhvthmists
Crown Heights Affair,
formed six years ago, is from
New York They are named
after
a
Brooklyn
neighborhood
Their six
albums contain almost all
original material.
Several
singles have also been
released in the past four years
- "Say a Prayer for two"
reached 34th oh the Billboard
Top inn

Muki Wilson, with his
captivating grin and frenzied
dancing, was the most fun to
watch
His superb bassplaying gave the band much of
its power
The
brass
section,
anchored by James "Ajax"
Baynard. provided the rest of
the punch Except on "Say a
Prayer for Two." guitarist
William Anderson's low-key
style was overshadowed by
the horns Howie Youne on

The group tours Europe
extensively, and has been one
of the most successful disco
hands there for several years
In 1976, they performed for
Queen
Juliana
of
the
Netherlands and appeared on
many Dutch television shows.
"Galaxy of Love" was the
best-selling disco single in
Great Britain for several
weeks
Friday's show was
their first gig since returning
from Europe last week. .

Phil Thomas~a fine blend of skill and
charisma

Photo' by David Haycoi

'Encounters' implies
human isolation
Bv LOR I MAC.AI
and BRl'CE TAYLOR
This
past
weekend.
Wampler Experimental
Theatre played host to a new
breed of art with Mary
Ruberry's first production.
"Encounters, a Beginning".
The show consisted of six
short plays and a dance, all of
which were written and
directed by Ruberry. Billed
as an absurdist production.
"Encounters"
focused
primarily on the solitary
nature of humanity.
Each of the short plays
implied some aspect of human
isolation.
"A Couple", in
which the setting is a roadside
diner, depicts the shallowness
and self-interest into which a

However.
the
most
optimistic of the sequences is
the play. "Thalia," in which
there
is
genuine
communication.
But even
here there is a twist.
Stephanie Harper and Steve
Clark portray the last
survivors of a nuclear
holocaust. They assume the
task of
reconstructing
humanity
The gamut of
emotions, excellently
displayed by Harper, finds its
resolution
in
Clark's
appropriate overtones of
divinity.
Besides her script and her
direction. Ruberry should be
commended on her selection
of the cast members.
Stephanie Harper, Lisa Gibbs.

TcHcE<AGr<RcE
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marriage-relationship has Dan Myers, T P Hern, and
dissolved. Both "Auraboris" Steve Clark, all deserve
and "Euphrosyne" focus on special recognition for
the confusion that arises when achieving the essence of
set values conflict with each characterization in a variety
other.
of roles, be it a tired fairy
The dance improvisation. godmother or a psychopathic
"Agliai." underscores three cannibal.
separate
moods,
as
The
combination
of
interpreted by the three talented acting, strong
dancers. Stephanie Harper, direction, and imaginative
Lisa Gibbs.
and
staging, bring to Wampler a
choreographer Ruberry.
form of theatre that is truly
refreshingly
Perhaps two of the most and
dramatic
examples
of experimental
isolation are contained in
The absurdist theatre is a
"Easv Method Suicide" and modern form of "new wave"
"Glutten "
"Easy Method expression.
Wampler has
Suicide" brings an entirely seen
"Encounters".
a
new dimension to the phrase, beginning that hopefully will
"We're having a guest for inspire others to continue in
dinner." - ■
•
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Snowstorm creates commuter parking problem
Bv V.1NCF RICHARDSON
Not enough parking spaces
were cleared after the last
snowstorm to allow commuter
students sufficient parking,
according to a commuter
students committee officer
Commuter spaces, blocked
bv snow banks due to snow
removal efforts, along with
resident students parking in
commuter lots, caused the
problem, task and manpower
coordinator Jeff French said.
"Cars parked overnight in
commuter lots hamper the
snow removal efforts."
French said.
There isn't
enough space for the snow
removal vehicles to work, he
added
Since resident students are
either unable or afraid to park
their cars where they
normally do. they are forced
to park in the commuter lots.
French said.
"I really can't blame
them," he added
It's not
Building and Ground's fault
either, he said, because they
can't movethe cars in order to
clear the lots.

+

Building and Grounds
officials agree with French
that parked cars make it
difficult to clear parking lots,
but disagree that there was
insufficient parking after the
last snowfall
"I
know there were
some
problems."
the
superintendent of Building
and Grounds said, but said
there was sufficient space at
the far end of X lot on Monday
and Tuesday after the last
snowstorm.
Commuter lots are given
TUESDAYS
AM Midnite
Village Pub

the same priority as faculty
lots, according to George
Markum. Both are cleared
after the main roads and
sidewalks, he said Burruss.
Miller, Harrison, and Godwin
parking lots are the "main
problems." Markum said,
because cars are always
parked there
"If students want to assist
us. the best thing is to move
their cars as soon as it starts
to snow." he said. However,
Markum admitted that it's
impractical to expect to get all

cars removed from any one lot
at any certain time since
parking lots are open to
anvone after 5 p.m.
"Wed be happy for
someone to come up with a
workable plan to get the cars
off the lot so we can move the
snow." Gene Wagner, the
director of the physical plant
said
"We're open for
suggestions "
Building and Grounds tried
a different approach to
clearing X lot this year.
Instead of plowing the lanes

which banks snow up against
parked cars, this year dump
trucks were used to pack the
snow, according to Markum.
' At the far end of X lot where
no cars were, snow plows
pushed the snow into piles.
Help is available if a
student gets stuck in a parking
lot during a snowstorm,
according to Markum If the
student calls
Security.
Buildings and Grounds will
send a four-wheel drive
vehicle to pull the car out. he
said

T-SHIRTS NOW ON SALE
IN P.O. LOBBY!

PI//A
and Salad
"All You Can Eat"
ONLY $2.95
Plus-Large Pitcher
Beer <GA oz.t $1 75
<1fi 07 Mug i 75c
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Keep Red Qws
ready

Simple to buy.
T-Shirt

$4.00
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THE ELBOW ROOM
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Honda makes the Civic*1200 2-Door Sedan simple to
drive, simple to park, and simple to own.
We make them simple to buy.
Front-Wheel Drive—Uses Regular Gas

EDDIE ADCOCK &
THE II GENERATION

Feb. 27
Mar. 2 & 3

Rock-n-Roll and Electric Blue Grass

HONDA

\\e make it simple.
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ROCKIN GEORGE &
THE THRILLERS
Best Blues

N.C. ft. Ill*
ftM ft* I to I: M ft* fttor«to»

Downtown Harrisonburg

Feb. 28
Mar. 1
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UPB schedule
includes Outlaws

Kinney
GRAND OPENING
20% Off
All Shoes
And Accessories

Feb. 28
Thru
March 3

l«v

PVTTI Tri.l.Y
A concert featuring The
Outlaws and Molly Hatchet
heads the list of University
Proeram Board activities for
March
The concert will be held
on March 24. at 8 p.m. in
Godwin Hall Cost is $5 with
JMU ID and $6 without
Tickets will go on sale after
spring break
Upcoming movies include
Clint Eastwood films. "Dirty
Harry" and "Outlaw Joseph
Wales", to be shown March 12
and 13
Two Humphrey
Rocart movies. "Maltese

Falcon" and "The Big Sleep"
will be shown March 19 and 20
Other movies include:
"The Choir Bovs" (March 16
and 171.
"The Rescuers"
'March 212 and 24). "The
One and Only" (March 27 and
28 > and "The Last Waltz"
« March 30 and 31)
CPR will also sponsor three
coffeehouses
featuring
Pleasant Valley (March 31).
John Jackson (March 20) and
the Criton Hollow String Band
'March 29)
♦.
Fred Storaska will lecture
on rape and its prevention
March 26

* Faculty
(Continued from Page 3)
31 percent of the students
thought that signing the roll
for someone is cheating, and
six percent did think that
studying from an old test is
cheating
In an open-ended question
of "why do students cheat?",
the faculty came up with three
major reasons: 5H percent
said students cheat because of
grade pressure 29 percent
said it was because students
are too lazy to study, and 21

percent s_nid itwafi due to the
students background

This faculty survey is
similar to a poll of 54
professors in April 1977:
although in that survey, most
of the respondents incorrectly
thought that cheating was less
prevalent than indicated in a
survey of students then The
recent
Breeze
survey
indicates that the number of
students who admit cheating
has declined from 76 percent
in 1977 to 36 percent now.

jnney
The Great American Shoe Store®

NEED AN INTERESTING
AND INFORMATIVE
FOURTH BLOCK COURSE ?
REGISTER FOR
MISC 110 -MILITARY IN SOCIETY- 2 CREDIT HOURS
Misc 110 Sec401

1000-1115 MWF SO B101

This course explores the American experience in
war. Topics range from Vietnam back to the
techniques of warfare since 1400 BC. Concepts
of basic political structures, the current
international environment, national ideologies,
goals and military-economic power of selected
nations are discussed, with particular reference
to the implications for United States national
security. An atmosphere of open participation
and discussion is encouraged. Textbooks are
furnished by the Department of Military Science.
If you have questions, call 433-6264, or stop by
Godwin 349.

Pabst Blue Ribbon 6 pk. 1.59
Pqbst Blue Ribbon 12 pk. 2.89
Pepsi Cola 8 pk. 16 oz. 1.09
plus deposit
Taylor's Lake Country Wine
mag. 3 99
Chef Bor-ar-dee Pizza
99*
Ann Page Spaghetti 3 lb. 99*
RAGU Spaghetti Sauce
59f
A&P Snack Crackers
69'
Vlassic Kosher Dill Pickles
46 oz. 99*
Grapefruits Pink & White
5/1.00
Mushrooms
lb. 99*
Pineapples
88*
a piece
Ched-O-Bit Cheese Slices
12 oz. 99*
Smithfield Sausage lb. 1.09
Gwaltney Chicken Bologna
lb. 99*
Gwaltney Great Dogs, lb. 99*
Oscar Mayer Bologna,
12 oz. 1.49

»

JMU seeded third in sta te pairing
Kv RON IIAHTI.Al'B
The JMU women's basketball team will face a
rematch with Virginia Tech as the state playoffs in
the Commonwealth Division of the Virginia
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
begin Thursday, in Blacksburg
The Duchesses, seeded third in the eight-team
event, will be looking to avenge a 57-49 setback
agaiast the sixth-ranked Lady Gobblers at Tech in
late January.
"It was not one of our best performances." said
JMU head coach Betty Jaynes. "Our kids felt they
did not plav well."
And according to the statistics. JMU did not play
up to par The Duchesses shot only 36.4 percent from
the floor and 50 percent from the foul line They also
turned the ball over 3?. times against the 1-3-1 Tech
zone defense.

"Their defense bothered us a lot. It seemed we
couldn't put the ball in the basket. We need to make
some adjustment in our offense to combat their
defense." said Jaynes
The adjustment the JMU coaching staff is
contemplating conceras the high-post position in the
Duchesses three-guard offense In the earlier game
with Tech. when JMU worked the ball to the high post
and the other forward was not open inside, several
turnovers resulted from the pressure put on the post
by the Lady Gobblers' zone
To combat that, Jaynes said she plans to drop the
guards down to a lowerwing position, to put them in
an offensive threat position for the pass off the high
post
In the first meeting. Mendy Childress led the
Duchesses in scoring with 22 points. Kathy Peter and
Sharon Cessna both added 10.

If JMUdefeats Tech in the Thursday night clash,
they will face the winner of the Virginia-Virginia
Commonwealth battle UVa is rated second, while
VCV comes in as the number seven team.
If the Duchesses lose, to the Lady Gobblers, who
enter the contest with a 6-14 season record, they will
play the loser of the UVa-VCU contest in ths
consolation round
In other first round matches Thursday night, Old
Dominion, ranked first, will play the number eight
seed Virginia Union, and number four Radford will
tackle fifth-rated Norfolk State.
The semifinals of the Commonwealth division will
take place on Friday afternoon: the finals to be held
on Saturday. All games are to be played in the
Cassell Colliseum on the campus of Virginia Tech.
Last year, the Duchesses lost their first two games
and failed to place in the tourney

Dukes end season with physical, 91 -66 romp
Baltimore called for 36 fouls
By DAN McNIEI.
Alpha
Sigma Alpha placed a small
banner at one end of Godwin
Hall that read "Bump
Baltimore" The sign should
have been reversed to read
the Baltimore Bump which is
not a new dance step but an
apt description of the
aggressive defense JMU
overcame in a 91-66 rout of the
Bees Saturday afternoon.
The ECAC officiating duo of
Tom Friam and Don Pretsch
whistled three personals on
the visitors in the first minute

Tech wins
state title;

JMU fourth

**i

By CATHY HANKS
Finishing
strong
in
virtually
every
event,
Virginia Tech won the Large
College Division of the
Virginia Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women state Swimming
tournament this past weekend
in Godwin Hall.
Although predicted by the
coaches to be a close meet, the
scores were well
spread.
Tech's 342 points were plenty
to better the College of
William and Marv's 283.
Virginia Commonwealth
University was third with 182,
James Madison University
placed fourth with 124 and Old
Dominion University brought
up the rear with 105
One of Wil'.iam and Mary's
strongest swimmers, Jenny
Tatnall, saw limited action
during the weekend due to
illness and W&M coach Chris
Jackson attributed this as one
reason why they didn't
challenge Tech.
Virginia Tech came away
with ten overall first places
and eight seconds in the
tournament W&M was close
taking eight firsts and five
seconds
j (Continued on Page i«)
,

of play The Dukes entered the
bonus situation with 13:36
remaining and hit 26 of 33 free
throws in the long parade to
the foul line in the first half.
"I felt the officials had no
choice the way they came out
and hammered us," explained
JMU coach Lou Campanelli. "
"There were a lot of fouls they
didn't call. When you're
fouling like they did the
officials don't want to blow the
whistle every 10 seconds."
Campanelli's exaggeration
was not far off Baltimore
averaged a foul a minute (a
total of 19 in the first twenty
minutes) and seemingly
fouled the Dukes every time
down the floor with a variety
of
hacks.
slaps,
and
forechecks
Ironically, it was a foul at
the Bees' own end that ignited
the
fireworks
on
the
Baltimore bench which had
been smoldering since the
outset
The Bee's Nate Sellman was
ejected from the contest for a
flagrant foul, his fourth of the
game, at 6:15 of the first
period. Sellman had narrowly
missed JMU guard Chip
Rosenberg with a swipe
across his defender's face.
Baltimore coach Frank
Syzmaaski had been slapped
with his first technical seven
minutes
prior
to
the
confrontation that occured
after Sellman's dismissal.
Syzmanski walked on to the
court to "question" Pretsch
about Sellman. Pretsch, who
administered
the
first
technical, made a T'. another
T and then, with a flourish,
gave the coach note
the "heave -ho" to the delight
of the crowd
Syzmaaski refused to relent
from his stand before being
restrained by one of his
players Campanelli escorted
Syzmaaski down the sideline
before releasing him to the
custody of JMU athelic
director Dean Ehlers.
"It's got to be the worst
officiating I've ever seen. I've
never had one of my players
thrown out of a game and this
(Continued on Page 16)

KTFVF STIFI.PFR draws a fou> against the
rDiversity of Itaftiinnro in Saturday's «)| 66
rout of lh« Super Hoes Many Dukes drew fouls
against, .the Itoos-Itallimnrc committed, ,r»

fouls and had a player and a coach ejected
^teilper scored a name high 21 points IMC
finished its season with ;ui IKS record
#
n.nto l>y Mark Thompson

Duchesses eliminate Long wood from tourney
Childress leads team to 61-50 triumph
By HO\ II MM'I.M'lt
Mendy Childress scored 35
points and pulled down 20
rebounds to lead James
Madison University to a 61-50
triumph over Longwood
College Saturday afternoon at
Longwood.

The leading JMU scorer
also set a career high by
gathering in the 20 rebounds.
On the season. Childress is
averaging 17.9 points and 8.9
rebounds a game, tops in both
categories for the Duchesses.

Childress. a 5-foot-ll senior
center, tied the JMU school
record for most points in a
game She set the same mark
of 35 earlier in the season
during a 60-58 loss to Norfolk
State

The win was the sixth in a
row for the Duchesses and put
their overall mark at 18-6.
The 18 wins also set a school
record for most wins in a
season
It was the fourth triumph in
a row for JMU in play in the

Virginia Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (VAIAW)
The
Duchesses, who started out at
1-3. finished with a 5-3 VAIAW
record and a third place
ranking in the upcoming
Commonwealth division state
playoffs.
For Longwood. it was a
mast game. They needed the
win to qualify for the playoffs,
but as a result of the loss, they
did not
"It was door die for them,

so they were sky high." said
JMU head coach Betty
Jaynes "We were trying to
combat that, and we weren't
as intense."
The Duchesses trailed
most of the first half. It was
the scoring of Childress. who
scored JMU's first 17 points
and 27 of the 33 points for the
team in the opening 20
minutes, that
kept the
Duchesses only down by one
at the half
"Mendy was hot as a
firecracker, but she was the

To fill void on Cars9 schedule:

Virginia considering JMU football
r.V DFNNIS SMITH
The Dukes are being considered to fill a void on next year's
University of Virginia football home schedule. But no one
involved is willing to estimate JMU's chances
"It's up to them," said JMU's athletic director Dean Ehlers.
"We talked about dates with them, and now we're waiting for
them.to let us know "
Ehlers may have to wait until next week UVA officials plan to
make an announcement some time next week and are presently
not saving anything defnite
"We're going to announce what teams we'll have on our
schedule next week." according to the Cavaliers' sports
information director Todd Turner "You'll just have to wait until
then "
The only one making any predictions is Jerry Lindquist of the
Richmond Times-Dispatch
Lindquist sprung the story in
Sundays Times-Dispatch
The Dukes are "one-of the leading candidates--if not THE
leading candidate." Lindquist wrote in his article.
Sept 13 is the date being considered for the game. The opening
on the Cavaliers' schedule occurred when the University of
Richmondwould not accomodate UVA by changing the date of
their contest so the Cavaliers could fit in Colgate.
"The Virginia officials have not come out and said Madison is
the leading candidate." said Lindquist in a telephone interview
Sunday "Rut. they definately sound like their leaning that way."
In his article, tne Times-Dispatch columnist quoted UVA's
athletic director Gene Corrigan as saying "Let's fact it. We need
,i home game, preferably against someone we can beat And

Madison did bring a lot of people with them to William and
Mary "
Corrigan has sampled opinioas of other state institutions and
they seem to be in favor of the Cavaliers scheduling the Dukes,
according to Lindquist's article.
"The alternative is bringing in someone from the east."
Corrigan told Lindquist. "and they'd rather see us play a state
team''
" Ehlers is in favor of playing the Cavaliers, if the chance arises.
"It's definitely .a quick move for us. but if the offer is suitable,
we'll take it." he said "It would do a lot for our recruiting and
our respectability as a Division I team."
The Dukes head coach Chaliace McMillin saw both bright and
dark spots in the proposed game.
"It's awfully quick." McMillin said. "They will most certainly
he ahead of us in every phase of their program. They'll have
more kids on scholarships, and they are much more experienced
in Division I football
"To have a lot of people on our schedule like Virginia will
definitely make it tougher for as to make the transition from
Division III to I." he said
McMillin did believe, however, scheduling UVA will also help
his team in recruiting and gaining respect.
JMU is offering the equilvaent 25 scholarships next season and
will apply for Division I status in June.
Division I William & Mary is already on next season's schedule
for the Dukes. JMU plans to host Austin Peay University as the
season's opener
Also Southern Conference member East
Tennessee State and Ohio Valley Conference member Moorehead
are other Division I teams on the schedule

only one that was scoring."
Jaynes said. "It was very
much like the . Norfolk State
game."
Cathy Hanrahan and Cindy
Waddell hit baskets to open
the second half to give JMU a
37-34 advantage Longwood
battled back to tie the score
four times before the
Duchesses went ahead for
good with 10:50 remaining on
a Kathy Railey free throw.
But the key to the second
half success was the defense.
The Duchesses, using a
combination of a 2-3 and a
zone press caused numerous
Longwood turnovers.
Another key to the victory
was the battle at the foul line.
JMU hit 19 of 30 free throw
attempts while Longwood
connected on only six of 17.
Aside from the 35 by
Childress. JMU also got
scoring help from Waddell.
who had eight points, and a
seven-point, six-assist
performance by Sharon
Cessna.
The Duchesses held a
significant edge on the
backboards. Hanrahan added
13 to the 20 by Childress. as
•TMU held a 61-42 rebound
advantage.
Earlier in the week, JMU
knocked off Radford College,
69-63
In that game.
the
Duchesses nearly blew a 24point lead before hanging on
at the end to win.
"It was a strange game."
said Jaynes. "Our defense
was great in the first half and
their offense was great in the
second half "
Six players scored eight or
more points in the victory.
Cessna led the way with 15
points, followed by Childress
and Railey with 12 a piece.

Getting some off-court free-throw practice
Counseling Center provides Hmagery and relaxation' tape for women
"It's given mo more confidence in
my shooting altogether, not just foul
shooting
I just feel more relaxed . .
I can concentrate better "

From this initial involvement with
improvement affects other areas of
Emmerling developed the 20the
team in the early part of the
the
game,
says
assistant
coach
minute tape recording after the
season, a long-term plan developed.
Wiegardt
"It gives us a
players asked for help with their foul
Counselors observed the team in
psychological edge and puts us
shooting.
The tape begins with
actual game situations.
under less pressure. The players
Emmerling instructing the listener
"We looked for different levels . . .
"I listened to it for the first week
feel
more
confident
in
all
aspects
of
into a
"progressive mental
aggressive
behavior, physical
then I really got hored with it
.
the
game."
relaxation. I instruct them to relax
contact.
coaches'
behavior,
I've done (this sort of thing) before every part of the body. We work with
It was Wiegardt. a coach who
interaction, players on the bench and
and it just triggers a negative each of the muscle groups,"
believes that the game is 75 percent
their responses to each other and to
response "
mental at her players' skill level, who
Emmerling said.
those
players in the game."
originated
the
team's
contact
with
the
After the listener is relaxed, she is
Emmerling said. We looked for
"I don't know if tne tapes have "more suggestible" to the second part
Counseling
and
Student
"physically apparent . . . cues,"
helped me but I think mv free throw of the tape, said Emmerling. That
Development Center.
percentage has improved
It has part deals with the actual technique of
"Pam
questioned
whether
What did they observe? One facet
relaxed me tremendously "
anything could be done" with
shooting free throws.
was
the foul shooting "People were
psychology and sport, said Dr. Teresa
~ThWTreH&Te~reactIons~6f "some*" — EmTneTlliigToltrtoHrteTrwIm^MU' ■-" -TOhKilezraTrTeWTirWie^rdrs-lWwr- "-not-doing well—<*Mhe foul line»-a«dwe knew they bad the skill," said
head women's basketball coach Betty
JMU women's basketball players who
is a member of the Center's staff. "At
Gonzalez. "It was a question of
Jaynes
and
assistant
coach
Pam
a
staff
meeting
I
asked
the
group
how
have spent the last month trying to
focus."
they felt about working with the
improve their free throw shooting Wiegardt on the script for the free
"We had a talk with the team and
•entage
throw technique section of the tape ',
women's basketball team. Everyone
they confirmed our observations."
"Betty and Pam gave me. the • seemed excited about the Idea.
players have not used the
Emmerling said.
"They had,
technical information . . (The idea
"We talked with the coaches about
;ional method of physical
problems with anxiety and dealing
is) that the players would visualize
'e. but have approached the
what they needed and wanted,"
with the frustration and that was
me foul shot." Emmerling said.
lem from a mental aspect,
Gonzalez said
"We began by
overriding their skills."
"I have seen improvement." said
■veral nights a week players listen to
practicing deep muscle relaxation ..
The tape recording -- and the
Emmerling. "and the individuals
to help the players focus on basketball
imagery and relaxation" tapes
team's
improvement in free throw
have
responded
that
they
feel
better
and
block
out"
external
stimuli.
prepared expressly for the team by
shooting --resulted.
ahout it tfoul shooting*."
David Emmerling of the JMU
"The players see themselves as a
Gonzalez also worked with the
JMU's team free throw percentage
Counseling and Student Development
unit." said Gonzalez. "They're at a
team on being physically close to each
has improved nearly ten points since
Center.
'really good place' interpersonally."
other and learning how to work well
the use of the tapes' began And the
"People Who can imagine skills can
Is anything new planned before the
together Among the exercises she
team recently broke a four-year-old
improve skills as well as someone who
JMU
team enters next week's state
used
was
a
group
body
sculpture
and
record for best single game free throw
practices shooting every day." said
tournament? No. said Gonzalez and
a "machine" formed by each player
Emmerling. who worked with shooting percentage when the
Emmerlihg
adding on to another player while
Duchesses hit 27 of 32 free throws
athletes on an individual basis at
"We don't want to change a plan
performing a machine-like task.
<B4.4 percent' against the University
Wake Forest University. The tape is
that
has been working and risk
The
team
would
also
jast
"sit
and
of Virginia The team has also won
designed to make the players "feel
possible confusion and negative
talk." Gonazlezsaid. expressing their
four games at the foul line in the past
I'onfident. comfortable and positive
impact." Emmeryojg,said ik,.,,., ,
about their ability to complete the ' month
'*' 7\nd why spoil a good thing?
The •freV^hrow'-'MUddftng' ■•■ tnmkim?' '

VJ
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Men swimmers take a fifth place at state meet
r.V DFNMS UMITII
"Our goal was to finish fifth
in the state meet, and we
achieved it." said James
Madison Universitv*s men's
swimming coach Charles
Arnold
"We finished sixth in last

vear's meet, and «e set our
goal at finishing one spot
better this year." he said
The Dukes also scored over
|W> points more in this year's
meet while finishing just four
points behind fourth place
Virginia Commonwealth

University
The
University
of
Richmond ran awav with first
place earning- 428 points,
compared to '.W for runner-up
Virginia Tech Old Dominion
t'nivcrsitv finished third with
'*$'■ and VCD had 228 points

ic Dukes
(Continued from Page 14)
is the first time I've been
thrown out in 17 years of
coaching. The officiating
made a total mockery of the
game and was absolutely
ridiculous."
Syzmanski promised to file a
formal protest against the
"two striped shirts When I
went up to the referee to
question the call I was thrown
out. I used no vile language.
To throw a kid out of the game
was just a way to excuse their
poor officiating. The blow
wasn't even made."
"It just sort of grazed me,"
commented Rosenberg. "It's
kind of hard to play in that
kind of a game where there is
no flow "
The Dukes took the lead 11in five minutes in to the
contest but blew it open with
the four free throws that
resulted
from
the
controversy, increasing its
lead to 34-22
JMU was never challenged
after that point and gradually
added to the lead until the end
The second half seemed
relatively calm although a
total of 21 fouls were whistled
in the second half. The Dukes
missed by one the record for
free throws atte pted and
made, connecting on 37-51
Baltimore, in contrast, was
12-14 from the charity stripe in
dropping their 21st game in 25
outings The Bees could be
excused for being travel

will he tough to duplicate."
commented Campanelli. The
coach also praised the
progress of freshman Linton
Townes and sophomore
forward Steve Balckmon who
gave Stielper ample support
with 23 and 21
points
Saturday
"With guvs like that coming
back. I think we have a bright
future I believe we did a
Steve Stielper closed out an
tremendous job with the
outstanding season with a
demanding schedule and the
game high 23 points, all but
experience that we had."
three coming in the first half
concluded Campanelli
The' North Linthicum. Md
IMF wound with an 18-8
native broke
numerous
record overall and 8-5 mark in
records in finishing with a 25 7
the ECAC
average Stielper set new
It was the final home game
single season marks in
for seniors Roger Hughett.
scoring 1668 pointsi. field
Jack Railey. and Dick
goals <253i,
free throws
Duckett who received plaques
attempted <213> and made
from Ehlers in pregame
1162>.
ceremonies
"Stielper had a year that
IMF
Baltimore
FC. FT T
FC. FT T
Blackmon 6 9-11 21
9 2-2 20 Carr
Stielper
13-16 23
8 0-0 16 Ford
4-4 22
Townes
4 2-2 10 Decker
3-7
Railey
l o-o
2 Jenkins
Hughett
2-3
11-2
3 Leslie
Inman
2-2
1 4-4
6 Harrell
2-2
Butler
11-2
3 Johnson
1-2
Rosenberg
2 2-2
6 McGahagan
0-2
Shoulders
Duckett
1-2
27 37-51 91
27 12-14 66
Totals
Score M half * IR-31 IMF
Team Fouls: Bait 32. JMU 16. Foul outs: Bait—
none JMU - none. Rebounds: Bait 43, JMU 36.
Turnovers: Bait 22. JMU 19. Shooting Percentage:
Bait 22-7138 per cent). JMU 27-53 < 51 per cent)
Officials: Pretsch. Friam.

weary, playing 23 of their 25
on the road in the "most
torturous
schedule"
according to Syzmanski
The visitors had trouble
scheduling in their first year
at Division I hut will play 11
games in the Baltimore Civic
Center next year with terams
such as .JMU.

Automotive Service
U.S. and Foreign Cars

SOUTH MAIN AUTO
1901 SOUTH MAIN ST.
HARRISONBURG, VA
General repairs - Auto
body - Road Service

434 - 7133
433 - 8268

JEAN'S
BOOT LEG - FLARES
STRAIGHT LEG

.IMF earned '_'•.!I points
lack Brooks and Mike Vest
each took a first in the meet
for IMF Brooks finished first
in the ir»5i'-\;ard freestyle with
a time of 10:45 45, which was
also good enough to qualify
him for this weekend's
Eastern Seaboard Meet
West placed first in the
three-meter diving He was in
second place going into the
final day's competition The
Dukes also finished four other
divers in scoring position
Pete Uaiti got JMF's only
fourth place, by finishing the
loo-vard hreaststroke at
1:02:11. while Broofcs also
took n fifth in the 200-yard

Crest vie -IWfi'
l.aiti also qualified for the
Eastern Seaboard meet with
his seventh-place finish in the
•>i'ii .'vard hreatstroke
'•.'17 29'
Both of the Dukes' relay
teams could not qualify for the
finals but ended up seventh
The i'ooyard freestyle relay
team of Lniti, Steve Mills.
Kriss Wilson and Brooks
finished at 7:22 9. while Mills.
Davis Hadsell; Wilson and
Brooks placed seventh in the
100 vard freestyle relay with a
time of 3:20 3'
IMF's Kris Weimerskirch
took sixth in the ion-yard
(Continued on Page 18)

* Swimmers
(Continued from Page 14)
JMU still had a good meet
despite its fourth-place finish.
Many of its best times this
year were established. The
Duchesses took three firsts .
Several team records were
set.
Placing first for JMU was
Marie Grosz in the 50-yard
freestyle with a time of 25.02.
which shattered her old team
record of 25.7. G rosz a Iso took
the 100-yard freestyle with
54.993. She placed fourth in
the 200-yard freestyle with a
time of 2:01.0.
JMU's Frances Kelley took
first in the 400-yard individual
medley with 4:48 32. Kelley
was second in the 200-yard
individual medley with 2:17.69
and in the 200-yard butterfly
with 2:16 1. and took third in
the
100-yard
individual
medley with 1:03.88
JMU coach Skippy Courtet
was pleased with the team's
results
"Everyone swam well."
she said "We had a lot of best
times here I'm really pleased'
with their effort."

Twenty state records were
set during the weekend and
four of the times qualified for
nationals- Terri Estes of Tech
qualified in the large college
division with a time of 1:07.382
in the 100-yard breaststroke
Ingrid Brustad of the
University of Richmond
qualified with 4:58.08 in the
400-yard individual medley in
the small college division and
also in the 200-yard butterfly
with 2:14 974 Also qualifying
was the Spider relay team in
'the 400-yard free relay with
3:52 36 '
William and Mary's Teresa
Norman controlled both the
one - and three-meter diving
events Norman placed first
in both with 365.15 in the onemeter and set a state record of
369.4 in the three-meter.
In
the
small-college
division. Richmond came in
first with 350 to upset
defending champion Sweet
Briar College with 277 Mary
Washington College (242) and
Randolph Macon Women's
College <100» were third and
fourth

0m

^^TUESDAY THRU THURSDAY NIGHTS (FROM 5-8),
ARE JMU NIGHTS AT BONANZA. WITH ANY RIBEYE,
TOP SIRLOIN, NEW YORK SIRLOIN OR T-BONE DINNER,
THE DRINK IS FREE WHEN YOU SHOW YOUK ID.

All At $9,88
DISCOVER BONANZA
829 E. Market St.
.......... ....«,*< ■ «.. . T. . . . fffff*ftff.fft'fflr0l\
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We Feature
Reasonably Priced Food
••••••••••
* 50 item soup and *
*
Salad Bar
*

••••••*•••

Steaks, Seafood, Chicken
Sandwiches and Spaghetti
Lucheon Buffet

IMLT SESTAMJIT

4344)505

Private Meeting Rooms
Available

fcitNaW
Port Road & J-81

MIXED BEVERAGES
NOW AVAILABLE

Beside,
Howard Johnsons

• After Enjoying A Delicious Meal

«Cf Bfl J,GO BELOW en
to Tthe :
-J^'^/V/S
°P
hurs.-Sat.

•/ «i, \?»

DAZZLE

LARGE
DANCE FLOOR
9-2:00 a.m.
• • Wtltwne* all MAOISM Student* * *

NOTICE
Applications are now being accepted
for the positions of editor, managing
editor and business manager of
The Breeze for 1979-80.

Utegaard, wrestlers
harvest hoop failure
An athlete's failure in one
sport may be just a blessing in
disguise as James Madison
University werstler Scott
Utegaard has discovered.
After he was cut from the
junior varsity basketball team
at Jefferson High School in
Alexandria. Utegaard decided
to give wrestling a try.
"The competition, the idea
of going one on one appealed
to me." Utegaard said.
Many
of Utegaard's
opponents probably wish that
he had made the basketball
team.
Utegaard. a sophomore 167pounder at JMU. has
compiled a 21-2 record for the
Dukes this season and has an
excellent chance of breaking
the JMU record of 21 victories
in a season that he shares with
sophomore teammate Dennis
Herndon. Herndon won 21
matches last season.
Other honors for Utegaard
this season include individual
championships in the JMU
Takedown Invitational and
the Washington & Lee
University Invitational. He
also leads JMU in team points
earned.
Last
year
Utegaard
finished with an individual
record of 13-4-1 and led the
Dukes in pins with eight.

Utegaard. an All-District
performer in football and
track at Jefferson High
School, considers wrestling
the toughest sport.
"Wrestling is tougher than
any team sport because you
can't hide behind anybody or
anything." Utegaard said.
"Wrestling is definitely an
individual sport."
Utegaard finished third in
his weight class at the
Virginia Division I State
Wrestling Championships last
month. He was beaten by
Darryl Kanach of Virginia
Tech who went on to finish
second in the competition.
Both of Utegaard's defeats
this season have been to
Kanach. but he is confident
that he can win if they meet
again.
"I believe I'm wrestling
better all the time." Utegaard
said. "I haven't been taking
people down as effectively as I
should be. so I'm working
hard on my takedowns."
Although one of his preseason goals was to win the
state tournament, he has
already accomplished his goal
of 20 wins this season. His
remaining goal is to place
high in the NCAA Eastern
Regional
Championships
(Continued on Page 18)

«.■

It's Cherry Picking
Time at

Lee Lee's
Spring Clothes
50% -75% off
Tops 60% off
V

Candidates for
ti\
editor and
-j
v
managing editor
r-A..
i must have
A worked for
The Breeze in an
1 editorial capacity
L . _..__. .„./
for at least one
semester and have taken
at least six hours of journalism
courses or their equivalent.

Persons applying'
for business manager '
must be familiar with
The Breeze's business
organization and have
taken at least six hours
of business courses or
their equivalent.

if-

All candidates will be interviewed by a
selection committee chosen by
The Breeze Publication Board.

Written applications and requests for information
may be directed to Dwayne Yancey, editor.
Deadline for applications is March 1.
••••••

,,-.,.»...»-..< .v..
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END OF MONTH SALE

* Utegaard —
(Continued from Page 17)

which will be held this
weekend (Feb. 23 & 24) at
Virginia Tech.
The Eastern Regional is a

*Dukes(Continued from Page it)
butterfly and Brian Silva also
placed 11th in the event
Chip Martin finished
seventh in the inn-yard
backstroke and in the 200-yard
backstroke, while John White
placed tenth in the ion-yard
backstroke
Wilson took
.JMU's only other seventh
place hv finishing with a time
of W 35 in the inn-yard
freestyle.Millscamein 11th in
the race

r

The meet was just the end
of a "satisfying" season for
Arnold and his swimmers

.*

"Overall. I'm very pleased
hv the team's performance
this season." said Arnold
"Almost all of our team
records were broken, and we
improve upon our record from
last season "
The Dukes dual meet
record was 12-6. compared to
11-6 last season

tournament for Division I
independents on the East
Coast and the winner in each
weight class qualifies for the
NCAA National Wrestling
Tournament.
Utegaard has wrestled this
season in the 167 lb. weight
class, but might drop down to
158 lbs. for the Eastern
Regionals.
"It would give me a chance
to wrestle against guys I
hadn't wrestled before and I
would probably be physically
stronger than most guys
wrestling 158 lbs." Utegaard
said.
Wrestling against new
opponents gives Utegaard a
different perspective he
enjoys.
. "It helps sometimes if I
don't know anything about a
guy I'm going to wrestle,"
Utegaard said "It doesn't
help me any if people come up
to me and tell me how tough
someone is."
Utegaard will need at least
one victory at the Eastern
Regionals to establish a JMU
record for victories in a
season.
If Utegaard wins that 22nd
match, perhaps he should
consider sending his high
school
junior
varsity
basketball coach a thank-you
note.

lERNlft'S 7 DAY MARKET
The f art) tacka§r $tw'
Little Me Cellar

»

<H5 $. High St.
434-M95
Party Package Specials

•

Old Mill & Pabst

'Longnecks'
(24) 5.99
Old Mill - "Party Pack 12"
3.19

Schlitz 'Gusto Makes it Great' 1.69

■

Schmidts "Extra Light"

1.29

Schaeffer

1.39

Since 1842

,

Labatt's Blue Canadian Imp.

2.19

Little Wine Cellar
fc

T.J. Swann Assorted Flavors

1.49

Ripple Red & Pagan Pink

1.49

Liebf raumilch Rosegarden
Ger. Imp. 2.29
Blue Nun Liebfraumilch
Ger. Imp. 3.79
Yago San Gria Red &White
Spain Imp.

-

2.19

Entire Stock Of Winter Merchandise
50% -80% Off
Open Thru - Fri Til 9
2 N. MAIN ST.
"THE PURPLE BUILDINGS"
Downtown Harrisonburg

'

Have a Happy
Spring Break!

ftOLBEI COBIAL
Family Steak House

/-i

1580 South Main

"Try Our 29 Item Salad Bar"
USDA Choice Meat
Cut Daily-Never Frozen
Come By & Give Us A Try

'We have a steak in your future'
NEED AN INTERESTING AND
CHALLENGING FOURTH BLOCK
COURSE? REGISTER FOR MISC
102 - ORIENTEERING - 2 CREDIT
HOURS MISC 102/PE 152 SEC 401
1400-1545 MWF G103A
This course introduces the student to
Orienteering, a challenging "life time"
sport that requires both physical and mental
individual effort. It is designed to provide the

Party Keg Specials

student with the necessary knowledge and skill

Budweiser Party Keg 7Vi gals.
17.95
Pabst Party Keg IVi gals.
11.95

to successfully participate in organized Orien-

• • Free Ice with Keg Specials* •
£s

LEE - LEVI - WRANGLER
CORDUROY JEAN'S
$11.97

Open Till Midnight

.,*,. Jxictay, - Saturdpy

teering events to the intermediate level. Maps,
compasses, and textbooks are provided by the
Department of Military Science.

.
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THE
OUTLAWS

s

c

IN CONCERT
with Special Guest
MOLLY HATCHET
Saturday , March 24
Tickets go on sale March 12

THE END
Starring

BURT REYNOLDS

jm

_■
s
M „
8 p.m. Godwin Hall
0

11-4

MON — FM

THE CENTER ATTIC
PRESENTS

ROBIN AND LINDA
WILLIAMS

DOM DELUISE
r>

TUESDAY FEB 27
WEDNESDAY FEB 28

7:30
7:30 & 9:30

$1.00 w/ID
$1.50 Guest
G/S Theatre

I UNIVERSITY
I PROGRAM
IB04RD

Rated R

Rpbinto Linda Williams
•oun I KKMO*
MOO*. VUGMM M479
(>OU«« 7JJIO. 001>M»-M4J

FLASHLIGHT/SYMPOSIUM

■COONS Mmm

m f»IH «»TNU( «(
MN*MX..MMftKU M*H
(61»J»-»>»0

Tuesday Feb 27
8:30 pm
W.U.U. Ballroom
50* w/ID
$1.00 Guest

BILL BOARD
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By Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury

Classifieds
For Sale
FOR SALF:
Hitachi
Ambiophonic Stereo System
with AM-FM radio. Includes
two speakers (RW) $65 or brst
offer Call Leslie at 4M-1913.

fir
' cAtrnou

MAKETHE
FOUNDATION
ANYSTR0N6'
\

P-^r:

msom.
MR.POWELL,
WEJVST
CAN7 FIND
THE SUP/PORT.

TYPING FWTINC.:
We
provide competent typing and
or
editing
of
Dook
manuscripts.
theses,
dissertations, or whatever, at
reasonable rates. Call Major
Manuscripts at 703-337-3474.
TVPIXC. SFRVICF: Term
papers, thesis, resume'. ANA.
Professional equipment and
personnel. Pick-up, delivery
and editing service available.
Call before R:3n p.m. 433-8685
or 828-3692.

Vf

MR-DUKE? MR
CARETAKER SAID
IMKHTFIND
YJUHERE.. \

7 BUntt/RENOT
J0DY!
L£AVIN6 THE
JODYi
PRESIDENT MUCH COMB
10STAND ON.. QUICKLY!

¥

'

/MOT
0VERTI€RB! LOOK!
T%
RISING UP OUT
fakf
OF THAT PILE OF
9
J£
*
OLD FRAMEWORKS!

r

CANUTE
KEEP HIM,
ANEW
J0DY7CAN
METAPHOR!
WE?

nuid/m
aH.mu!

Ht NAMES SPRNGFIEW.
W*B A HAW MAN TO
TRACK DOWN. MR, DUKB.
I UNDERSTAND WRE ON
THE RUN FROM THE LAW.
GTHAT\
RJ6HT?

TONTMT LENS WEARERS:
Save on brand name hard or
soft lens supplies Send forfree illustrated catalog
Contact Lens Supplies. Box
7453. Phoenix. ArizonB 84011.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST
$.7n per word-includes paper.
Call 433-2247 after 5:30. Ask
for Leslie.
WATFRBFD FOR SALE:
Queeasize includes neater $75
iprice negotiable)
Call
Jeanne or Taffy at 434-5490
Box 2505

TAKBfTEAS/,
COKBOY.THe
NAMES SPRJN6OKAi.MAC. FIELD. I HAVE AN
WH0ARB OFFER FORMiDU?

r.
f

NOW, NOW, MR.
DUKB. WB BOTH
OFCouRse KN0WTHAT
wWOO. NOW, THING ISN7
LOADED..
GET YOUR.
HANDS0UT
OFTHATCASE
0R.IU...

r

Vl/
*=f

_

OKAY. ,
FELLAH!

fSsSL Wnffl
DEAL'S

BEDAMNED.
H0UVYOU

L

Sl'RI.FT TWO BEDROOM
APARTMFNT: furnished.
Within walking distance of
JMU. Call 434-6873 after 6
p.m
2 BFDROOM APARTMFNT
FOR RFNT:
Squire Hill
furnished, air-conditioning,
tennis courts, swimming pool.
Available May ind Summer.
Call 433-1154.
79?
t<;

TYPING SFRYICF: Over 10
years experience. Pica - 75
cents per page. Elite - 80 cents
per page. You furnish paper.
Call Mrs Price 879-9935.

Wanted
WANTFD: Person to work
part-time and possibly live on
farm A variety of duties such
as farmwork. painting, etc.
Flexible for right person 4345262
WANTFD:
Energetic,
creative persons to earn
money Determine your Own
hours and income Help to
make pets and their owners
happy Local distributor will
help von succeed Call Bob
Wolfe 828-3925 between 7-9
p.m

Jobs

/>

MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON
SHIPS' American Foreign.
No experience required.
Excellent pay.
Worldwide
travel Summer job or career.
Send $3.nn for information
SEAFAX. Dept. MB Box 2049.
Port Angeles. Washington
98362

Lost
LOST: Small, brown leather
purse. Approx 5'_>" by 4"
with long thin shoulder strap.
Lost in vicinity of computer
room Harrison Annex Please
return to Box 2669
No
questions asked. Sentimental
value and important contents.
Thanks. Holly
LOST:
Keys, leather key
chain shaped like an apple
core, near Greek housing or
railroad tracks
Reward
offered Chervl 4328

Personals

PFTF: Hope you're having
fun in the Bahamas.
IMI : Don't forget to take
your "Florida Special" with
you to the Sunshine State.
XOF: Don't burn the gillard
in Florida
ZOO CRFW FT REALLY
REAL SAN: Have a super
Spring Break!! I'll miss you
all i while soaking up the
coladasand ravsD! LoveYa.
The Really Real Rex
Rl'RT:, In the Florida sun.
we'll get a nice tan. so get
ready for some fun, 'cause
vou're my man! Love, your
wildwoman-Eli

TIIF GIRLS IPSTAIRS: If
you expect to scare us with
your freshman threats forget
it The only heads that will
roll are the ones on the pennys
you paid for your personals
with! Mr Business.

TO TIIF REALLY REAL
RFX: I don't even need to
tell vou to have a fun
break, you will. I know!!
Rring me back some warm
summer rays.
See you in
March Love: The Really
Real' San

IH'KFSAYS: 'Tis the season.
The Yanks again in six

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE for
not printing our personals' If
we catch the ?$&8!. heads will
roll. If this doesn't make it inwatch out'

IIFY KIM: Since I never see
vow anymore, thought I'd say
;
HI' through the paper Hope
things are going smoothly.
Hows Gloucester? Love. Cuz.
(.IRA. JOHN: Are you my
Superman'' Wish I knew you
hotter, can you give me a
clue? I've gazed into those
eyes long enough
Patient
And Mvstified

OI'AD:
Please come with
me to VivianV David.
DON'T BE LEFT OIT IN
TIIF COLD! JMU in Florida
T-shirts are in the P.O. Lobby
NOW! Catch Florida Fever
before it's too late. Sigma Phi
Epsilon
(Continued on Page 21)

EARN MONEY
IN YOUft SPARE TIME
Students needed for
Escort, Service
rail 434-5320
ask for
Mr. Andrews

HAS 10-10

Imported Ur & Truth Parts
BAP f

Your Import Parts
Headquarters
in The Valley

WINTER IS HERE!
Time To Get Your Sports
or Imported Car In Shape For The
Fun Months Ahead. We Have
Owner's Manuals For Over 100
Makes-$8.95.- We Have A Large
Number Of Hard-To-Get Pa<ts In
Stock For VW, Fiat. Datsun, Brit.
Leyland, Toyota, Saab, Volvo,
Honda, and Others
Call & See If We Have
What You Need!
a&tuujft a dbewutt U btuitub
Waterman & Chicago
433-2534
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Fool V Me

By David Hagen
Classifieds

£ CAN'T Bencve j. HAVE:

(Continued from Page 20)

we G&T "Q^K TO SC^JOU .

TO Ql'FFR AND FAG": I'm
glad you got ya'lls act
together! It's about time!
Good luck! I love you bothRay P.S Have a great Spring
Break
TIMF I..: Thanks for being
our knight in shining armor.
You swung a mean shovel at
the Broken Spoke... Your 3
snowbound damsels
in
distress.

By Tom Arvis

Roommates

SILLY GOOSE: Spring Break
will never be better. You. me
and time. If it's cold we'll ski.
if it's warm we'll picnic, if it's
rainy we'll ...yeah! Tired
Turkey

PEOPLE ARE'

SCOOTER.
Happy 21st
birthday! We must celebrate!
I'm glad everything worked
out -I know it's for the better.
Meet you in 104 for some S and
S! I LOVE YOU!! M.K.
TO
THE
FOUR
I.Al'GIIING YOYOS IN
HANSON B $11: Gee guys,
I'm not as deadly as I look!
Your friendly local master of
Kung Fu

By Mark Legan
flftE
GoMNft te Heu,
ROADS

TDAtoAfcow
tf

WINNIE-POO
ET
SAMSON" Deuce Coupe. Soo
coup, messed up group.
Day torn here we come watch
out!! Love. Buffalo. Chip Et
Delilah
T1IF
BIGGER
THE
GILI.ARD:
the better the
gillard. the gillards are bigger
in Hoffman 103
YOl' DESERVE A GII.I.ARO
BAG: So get up and go to
Greg in' Hoffman. He'll do it
all for vou.

vl».

NMAo.

M«$u

*&r.
**&**

Personals

Bob Hope
says:
"Red Cross
helps
veterans,too!"

mi

COMING
SOON
IN
\WMPLFR: "Sentence"
Watch for notices after spring
break
TOO HOT TO TROT GFROW:
Happy 21st. Now you're a
real woman Don't be too 2-4
during Spring Break Love
va! Roston Admirer
SI'S AN F.: 1 really enjoyed
dancing with you at our final
dance class
How about
getting together-sometime
soon and practicing7 Mark.

V&^^l

o

STCART F. DRAFT: We'll
have a Rood time I'm sure you
know - cause while they're in
the sun. we're in the snow!
NFNYMM

Bf::

^fc*

Ifj

f TBfc!!

A Public Service of This Newspaper
& The Advertising Council

JOHN': Have a tremendous
time in Florida but beware of
that great burning boogie in
the sky I'll miss ya! Stuck on
Richmond's iceberg - Suito.
IIFY STICK: You can come
to JMU now Lou's contract
expired and no one wants to
renew it. By the way. you can
name your coach: and your
major: and your grades.

B.B. AND Ml NCIIKIN: 111
he in touch with you both
about Tech It'll be wild if it
works out! Love. Swifty
TO THE RFST OF THE
ZOOC'RFWi Have a dynamite
Spring Break! Seeya! I love
ya'llsoooomuch!! "Coleslaw
Queen"
B..I. To capture your heart
I've planned many a caper.
But I've never before tried an
ad in the paper.
Happy
BirthrJav. K.C.
TO AM. KAPPA SIGMA
WOMEN Have a beautiful
Spring Break: rest, relax and
recuperate...then come back
ready to rejoin thebro's for
some more good times...we'll
see where vou got tanned! So
Get Wild and Wooly!!
TRINA: How's Richmond in
the summer? I may find
out D
OF AN: Won't you just miss
Tues. and Thurs. labs over
Spring Break ?! Have a good
one and I'll see you in March.
I^ove. Sandy
MDF: I know that we"ll
alwavs and always have love.
PAM

ATTENTION
.IMC:
Negotiations for Donna's visit
will be starting soon. Wish me
luck and stay tuned for details
and results. AJK.

SI'E DAWSON: be thinking of
you over Spring Break.while
chasing the women in the
Kevs...since you have the key
to mv heart, that is! THE
MAN.
-O SON OF MAN! FOR
EVERYTHING THERE IS A
SIGN" The sign of love is
fortitude under my decree and
patience under My trials.
Bahau'llah Baha'i Club. Box
4175.
MELODY:.
Thanks for
picking me up off the floor
Friday night I hope I get to
return the favor. Love K.S.,
the Dancing Drunk.
KCRT AND AIRHEAD:
What's wrong with Jimmy
Buffett ? It's Mom's favorite
song! Love, Mom and San
OWING (STII FLOORl:
Everyone have a fantastic
Spring Break! Love. San.

Opinion

Editorial

PaKc •."-' Till'' RRFFZF, Tuesday. February 27. 1979

Congress should raise oil tax
By VANCF. RICHARDSON
' At last, someone has come
out in support of the highly
unpopular proposal to raise
gasoline prices through
increased taxes.
The
Washington Post, in a Feb. 15
editorial called for a gasoline
tax of 5fl cents per gallon"half
of
it
imposed
immediately and half in
September" as a "proper
response to the approaching
oil shortage."
I. too believe this to be the
only satisfactory response to
America's "energy crisis*'
short of oil deregulation.
U.S. "gas prices are low
compared to elsewhere. A
gallon of regular gas that sells
for 7R cents in New York City,
costsll.S5 inTel Aviv. $1.83 in
Bonn, and $2.09 in Paris.
The thought of a gallon of

gasoline costing more than a
dollar makes most Americans
gag. but citizens will continue
to refuse strong conservation
efforts unless it is either
mandatory or in their best
interests to conserve Only if
the cost of gas is prohibitive
will Americans begin to make
a concerted effort to reduce
consumption wherever they
can
Due to the turmoil in Iran,
that country hasn*t pumped
oil for several months and has
announced that in the future
their oil exports will be less
thanthevwere under the Shah
Although
Iranian
oil
accounted for only a small
percentage of America's total
oil supply, other countries,
notably West Germany.
Japan, and Israel, depend on
Iranian oil to a great extent.

^nrnprnofmrnmim^

As consumers abroad run
short on oil. they will begin to
bid against American users.
Basic economics dictate that
oil prices will continue to
increase.
As a result,
exporting countries will
exercise greater control over
consuming nations
Already the Persian Gulf
countries of Abu Dhabi and
Qatar have increased thei roil
prices another seven percent
in addition to the quarterly
increase already scheduled by
the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting
Countries.
<OPEC»
Walter Levy, a
leading oil consultant predicts
that the price increase will be
adopted by the other OPEC
members (Washington Post.
Feb 16. 19791
It's been five years since
the Arab oil embargo brought

the "energy crisis" to the
attention of the American
public Yet today America is
even more dependent on Arab
oil It's been almost two years
since President Carter
declared
his
"moral
equivalent of war" as an
appeal to Congress to
formulate a comprehensive
energy policy, yet the plan
Congress passed is little more
than a continuance of past
policies
Now it appears that Carter
is trying to shove the
energy issue back into the
closet as he gears up for his
re-election campaign.
Carter's State of the Union

conserve Eas by making the
financial burden too great not
to conserve
Should Congress place a
heavy tax on gasoline < and it
is highly unlikely that it will)
it could offset the tax burden
hv reducing income taxes,
this would shift the burden
onto those who drive and
reward those who reduce the
amount of driving they do. Of
course, persoas
such as
truckers, taxi drivers, and
traveling salesmen, whose
income is dependent on
driving will neea to somehow
be compensated through
rebates on tax exemptions.
Congress has the choice to

'If we don't do something soon
to reduce our dependence
on Arab oil,
we may find ourselves
literally over a barrel.9
address contained only 12
words on energv.
Energy coaservation ,iust
isn't a popular issue Few
people are willing to drive
slowly, form car pools, or
heaven forbid, cut out
unnecessary driving
altogether
The problem isn't going to
disappear or get better any
time soon.
As I see it. America has two
options
open
for
the
immediate future We can
maintain our current levels of
nil consumption and remain at
the mercy of a few powerful
oil-producing countries, or we
can force ourselves to
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To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is indebted
tor an the triumphs which have gained by reason and humanity over error
a><d oppression " ■ James Madison.
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The Breeze is published every Tuesday and Friday except where
otherwise noted
Correspondence should be addressed to The Breeze. Wine Price
Building. James Madison University, Harnsonburg, Virginia 22807
t etters to the editor are encouraged All letters must be typed, signed,
and include the author's address and telephone number Letters longer
than son words may be used as guestspots at the discretion of the editor
unsigned letters and editorials will not be used
All material w'll be edited at the discretion of the editor
All letters columns, reviews and questspots reflect the opinions of their
authors and not necessarily those ol the editors of The Breeze or the
students, faculty and staff of James Madison University
Unsigned
editorials Are the opinion of the editors of The Breeze
Comments and complaints about The Breeze should be directed to the
editor 6t The freeze Further complaints tan Be directed to Or Donald
McConkey. chairman of The Breeze Publication Board

The Breeze welcomes letters and editorials regarding
issues relevant to James Madison University students,
faculty and staff. All letters and editorials are subject
to editing and must include the author's name, address
and telephone number, and must be typed. Unsigned
letters and editorials will not be used. Letters and
editorials should be addressed to the Editorial Editor
in care ofThe Breeze. Wine-Price Building.

raise the price Americans pay
for oil or leave things as they
are at present. Should things
remain the same. Americans
will continue to put more and
more money into the hands of
oil-producing nations as we
watch
our
balance
of
payments deficit increase and
the dollar decline
The Arab oil embargo
demonstrated clearly the
consequences
of
being
dependent on a small group of
oil producing countries If we
don't do something soon to
reduce our dependence on
Arab oil. we may find
ourselves literally, over a
barrel
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Theatre box office
lacks management
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'Maybe some day
9
Security will learn
To the editor:

I am writing to you so that I
can share an experience with
my fellow students at James
Madison University which I
think typifies the way things
are done around this campus.
Last Friday night started
out like any other Friday
night My suitemate Kris and
I called out dates for the
evening and said we would be
over at 9:00 Naturally we
were running late. so. leaving
at !'.:4S. we knew we had to
hurry
We had to sprint, in order to
get to my Volkswagen through
the downpour to the infamous
Z-lot tunnel Having no scubaBear in our possession, we
elected to try our luck at the
triple jump There was no
other alternative to getting to
the other side.
Two pairs of ruined shoes
later, we found ourselves
safely across the flooded
tunnel
We drove fifty feet out of
the tunnel when we suddenly
realized we weren't going
anywhere Blocked by a row
of cars, our only chance to see
our awaiting dates was not to
he
Enraged, and somewhat
disappointed, we decided to
summon the JMU police.
After locating an officer "in
Godwin Hall, we presented
our situation to him. With a
slight smile. Officer A as we
will call him. replied. "That's
ton bad "
. Kris then commented. "I'm
sorry sir. but we need to use
the car to pick up our dates.
Perhaps you could have the
owner's of the cars paged "
Officer A replied with. "I'm
sorry, we can't do that. You
can talk to the sergeant if you
would like "
We talked to the sergeant
and he. quite pleasingly, told
us he would have another

officer report to the scene We
were told to go wait by the
cars (in the rain, of course),
tater two police drove up, and
after looking at the situation,
the driver put his head in his
hand and gave us the old "you
must be kidding, you're
wasting my time" look
He then said. "The only
solution to the problem is to
have the owner's of the cars
paged "
From the first
officer's reaction in Godwin
Hall to this idea we thought
"page" was a nasty fourletter word Now officer B is
suggesting this as the only
solution Disgustedly. Officer
B sat in his car and waited
Kris and I stood in two inches
of mud and rain
Adding
excitement to the eveninga car drove by at about fifty
mph Seeing this, our ever-soexcited Officer sped off after
him We were never to see our
friendly officer again
Ten more wet minutes
later, the owners of the cars
came out to move their cars.
By now, Kris and I resembled
worn out wash cloths, and felt
even worse
As you say to yourself.
"What happened to your
dates. Dave and Kris?" Well.
Kris has a cold, and I'm
nursing a sore throat.
We never did see our dates.
What we did see was a typical
display of the JMU campus
police in action, no two
agreeing on a solution, and
acting rather insolent to the
students. The trek across the
Z-lot puddle is one that should
never have to be encountered
hv anybody
And then the
officers giving out tickets say
"Whv would a student with a
7. lot sticker park in X-lot?"
Some day they'll learn.
David Parker
Kris I.a.\sun
White ||:i||

To the editor:
They were told that their
We are witing concerning
tickets could be picked up at
the recent production of
any time before?: 15 p.m. the
"Oklahoma" by the James
night of the performance. On
Madison University Music
Wednesday. Feb. 21 they went
and Theatre Departments:
to pick up the tickets. The box
Although we found all aspects
office was behind and they
of the production most
were told to come back the
enjoyable, we were greatly
next day. On Thursday, they
disappointed by the lack of
again went to the box office.
organization shown by the
Ironically, they had tickets
theatre box office.
Two
for only two people.
In
absurd incidents indicate a
addition to this, they were
definite
management
seats in a folding chair
problem.
section. They were told that
We made reservations for
they had not made their
four persons on February 13
reservations early enough.
for the Tuesday. Feb 20th' After having been promised
good house seats, this was
performance. Ten minutes
quite aggravating.
later we called and requested
that such
that two additional seats be ...We- feel
added to our —original
inefficiency is inexcusable
reservation. An hour before
and certainly less than
professional. The excellent
curtain time, we went to pick
up our tickets only to find that
performance on the stage
we had tickets for only four
should be complemented by
an equal excellence in box
persons. This presented a
problem as we were told that
office management.
only three single seats
remained in the house.
Susan Talbert
A similar experience was
Susan llollans
encountered
by
our
Susan Rdwards
suitemates.
They made
Marie Kovalchick
reservations on Feb. 13 also
Marv Ftta McDaniels
for three persons) for the Betsy Wood
Converse Hall
Thursday night performance.
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Students surveyed dislike 'sardine conditions'
IIV H I.IK SFMMFRS
"1 still like to think that 1 go
to
Madison
Collegeuniversity status shouldn't
mean living undei* sardine
conditions." one James
Madison University student
said in response to a Breeze
survey
on
enrollment
inereases
The survey was sent to 500
sutdents at random and
returned hv 160
JMU's enrollment now is
!'.073 A suheommittee of the
Commission on Planning and
Development has proposed an
enrollment of 10.3*1 by 198900
Most of the surveyed
students did not feel JMU
should
increase
its
enrollment
Eighty percent
said it should not while 20
percent believe enrollment
should increase

•pace in dorms, D hall,
library i now are adequate for
present enrollment.'- another
student said The expansion
planned (library, education
building sports center across
Interstate Bl' will almost
make it adequate for present

enrollment 'still not en ough
racqucthall
courts
for
example', hut as soon as they
add slightly more people.
facilities will he inadequate
again
So. 1 think any
increase should be held at a
minimum now-don't

. increase until the planned
facilities are finished and then
when more money is acquired
for future expansion "'
Of those students who did
not want an enrollment
increase, some believed JMU
would he a better school if it

. slaved smaller
"Bv keeping its enrollment
down JMU could become an
extremely competitive school
I think that would he an
flssot." a student wrote
"One
of
the
main
advantages JMU has is that it
is n small school
You are
able to obtain more help in
classes and a more personal
relationship
with
the
professors if JMII grows any
larcer, we will lose this
advantage." another said
Of those students who felt
JMU should increase its
enrollment most said 10.000
should he the ceiling Nine
•Indents gave a 1.1.000 figure
:md one student suggested

:>n-,ono

"Enrollment should not
increase too much " a student
said ''Maybe large enough to
enlarge its programs "
Some students said it is
difficult to figure out how
lart'e the administration
wants the university, to grow
"They keep changing." one
student commented. "Are
thev lying to us''"
Ten thousand was the
figure most quoted by
••Indents in answer to how
lart'e thev thought the
administration
wanted
enrollment to grow-, though
approximately fin percent
think the administration
wants enrollment to grow as
lari'e as possible
"Too damn much " one
•Indent
said
Other
commented that they (the
administration1
want
enrollment to grow as much
is possible for more money,
■ind prestige

Various
comments
on
enrollment were received
Some students believe that
JMU is too crowded already
"No.it (JMU i shouldn't get
too much larger Right now,
the facilities are not even
adequate for the present
enrollment
When the
facilities are better, then a
slight increase might be
feasible,''
one
student
commented
An increase in facilities
was the only way in which an
enrollment increase would be
warranted, according to the
surveyed students
"1 think 8-io.noo is perfectnot too small, not too big I
don't think the facilities
(parking, indoor recreation.

"l-irge enough for Dr
Ronald
farrier (JMU
president" to he well enough
known in the state so he can
run for political office
■ Governori " a student said
"Grossly large." "In big
lime competition." "Like it to
(*• huge."
"As large as
economically feasible."

SINCF PARKING has been restricted on
streets like South Mason, some citv residents

see no problem
enrollment

with

.IMF's

increasing

One student said the
administration wants to have.
"as many students as can be
packed in. like sardines, so all
can
breathe
somewhat
uncomfortably "

City boosted by JMU, citizens say
»<> Jl'MP SUMMERS
and HIANE EITZPATRICK
Staff members of The Breeze recently conducted a telephone
survey with 82 Harrisonburg city residents to deter mine their
views on an increase in James Madison University's enrollment.
More than half the residents said,"why not?" as 49 of the 82
said yes to an increase in enrollment.
"The town is growing anyway, so why shouldn't the
university9" one resident commented.
JMU has boosted Harrisonburg's economy, residents say.
Money spent by students intoA-n has helped the economy and the
presence of the university has created many jobs for residents.
Property value has also increased, according to residents.
"JMU has been beneficial to the economy, particular ly
employment," one 35-year resident said, "the only problem is
parking "
Most residents complained about parking and noise problems
around the campus but one resident commented, "It was causing
parking problems but they are corrected now."
Harrisonburg also has benefited culturally from JMU.
residents say
"It provides cultural benefits such as concerts, plays and

sports The public TV station and the radio station also are good
for the town," according to another resident.
Relations between students and city residents are good, say
most residents
University relations have improved recently
and students have a good relationship with the public, some
residents said
"The fraternities and sororities do a lot of good work for the
town." commented a city resident.
Those residents who do not want to see JMU grow said they
fear more growth will hurt the small town atmosphere of
Harrisonburg
"Residents want to live in a small town and because of the size
of the university, the town is becoming a city," one resident said.
A Harrisonburg resident of 56 years commented, "It's tocbig
now It was a lovely school when it had only 300 students,There's
too many problems now "
Twenty-five percent of the surveyed residents thinik 10.000 is a
reasonable number for JMU to expand to. Other residents
suggested 15.000
"I'd like to see Ralph Sampson play basketball at JMU." one
resident concluded
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